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Foreword

Foreword Foreword



I t is humbling to introduce this offering of essays, contrib-
uted by participants of the Concordia English Graduate 
Colloquium held at Concordia University on March 
23 and 24, 2018. This annual event, now in its sixteenth 

year, brings together emerging scholars to present papers at a  
two-day gathering, coupled with a night of entertainment that  
showcases the talents of writers and performers located in the  
Montreal community. This special issue is inspired by that event, 
and marks the occasion with a commemorative collection of some 
of the best that this meeting has to offer. The Colloquium is steeped 
in history,  having been a source of inspiration and knowledge  
dissemination for students since its inception in 2003, and this 
year’s contributions emphasise the boundary-pushing questions 
that graduate students regularly engage in their research at Con-
cordia and beyond. This year’s participants have gathered under the  
umbrella of Animal Print, and are visited by keynote speaker  
Nandini Thiyagarajan of the New York University Animal Studies 
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Initiative. The queries that follow paint a broad picture of the  
possibilities opened up by current work on nonhuman life, and 
the crucial role that graduate student work plays in academic 
life. Though the ideas presented here are often corralled into the  
disciplinary boundaries of animal studies, this collection of texts—
in its interdisciplinarity, varied theoretical frames, and disruption 
of human-centric narratives of multiple worlds—demonstrates  
the far-reaching implications of work on the animal amidst the  
crumbling structures of the Anthropocene. 

The occasion prompts me to consider the relation between the 
two terms that gather the participants to this Colloquium, “animal” 
and “print.” Our title signals a historical link between the two 
words, one of which reductively encompasses a vast array of bodies 
that usually only have in common their not being human, the other 
encapsulating practices of signification in text-making and, just 
as importantly, the manufactural processes by which print media 
comes into being. While print-making in literary worlds is central 
to the theme of this conference, the title allows for a broader  
understanding of relations between cultural production and animal 
life, and I offer as a starting point what might be our title’s most 
obvious referent: the animal print fabrics that gained popularity 
in the West in the mid-twentieth century. This example offers a  
template for thinking through the implications of animal life and 
material production across species boundaries. These copies of animal 
skins echo but simultaneously obscure—in their decontextualised  
transplantation from animal to human bodies—a long history of  
colonial trades in animal skin. Such prints cloak their wearer in a 
visual announcement of a predilection for the exotic, with zebra and  
leopard patterns both domesticating a wildness ostensibly external 
to the West by incorporating it onto the human body and rendering 
the human body fetishistically exotic. Where such fabrics appear 
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on women’s bodies, Montreal artist Dayna McLeod emphasises the 
“sexual signification that animal print performs in western culture” 
for its links to the gendered figure of the cougar.1 Thus, animal 
print alludes to a range of possible critical directions, intersecting 
with questions beyond the realm of the already amorphous field 
of animal studies, and emphasising how the field is enriched by 
conversation with, to offer a few examples, feminist critique, post- 
and de- colonial studies, and attention to the political economy of 
aesthetic choice under capitalistic production and exploitation. The 
use of animal skin in this context, as only one example of the kind 
of work that might be possible under the rubric of “animal print,”  
highlights the multiple questions available to this seemingly innocu-
ous appearance of animal signification, bearing out Nicole Shukin’s 
insistence that “animal signs are anything but self-evident” (3).  
Indeed, as Shukin goes on to suggest, “Confronting their fetishistic 
functions in cultural discourses of the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries begins with a determination to excavate for the material 
histories of economic and symbolic power that are cunningly reified 

1 Refer, for example, to work on the figure of the cougar for analyses of the 
term’s gendered underpinnings. These include Dayna McLeod’s “Cougar for 
a Year” performance project, described on her website, daynarama.com, and 
Rosemary Collard’s “Cougar-Human Entanglements and the Biopolitical Un/
Making of Safe Space” (Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, vol. 30, 
no. 1, 2012, pp. 23-43). I read animal print here in terms of “Western culture” 
for the sake of the Colloquium’s collection of analyses, but emphasise here 
that the meanings of animal skins and prints vary widely. Within my own 
field of African studies, in addition to the circulation of animal print fabrics  
in fashion, one could cite numerous examples of animal signs and their  
varied functions, ranging from animal fables, to multiple forms of animism, to  
ceremonies that employ animal bodies and skins. Though the meaning of  
animal print here might appear culturally specific, this theme is wide-ranging 
in its implications.
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in them” (3).  This excavation is precisely what the Colloquium on 
Animal Print participates in.2

In turning toward the multivalent meanings circulated by ani-
mal signs and animal life, our Colloquium considers the relation 
between print and animality broadly. It recalls both the production 
of print media out of animal bodies (as in the case of mammal skin 
used for vellum and parchment or gelatin used for celluloid film), 
as well as tactics employed in the representation of animality in 
various texts (from the opulent bestiaries of the Middle Ages, to 
the herds of animals that populate Disney films, to more recent 
digital repositories of animality found in wildlife memes and video 
game worlds that centralise species being). Perhaps most presciently 
for efforts at devitalising the Anthropocene’s fiction of human as-
cendancy, the combination of “animal” and “print” brings together 
two worlds frequently thought separate under the rubric of binaris-
tic human-animal divides. If print embodies one dimension of the  
material and aesthetic processes of participating in human “culture,” 
its alignment in our title with animal being signals that animals 
have, figuratively and literally, provided the raw materials for cul-
tures invested in print media. It also suggests that the animal is 
not external to nor a passive member of such cultures, and has the  
“capacity to track itself, to trace itself or retrace a path of itself,” 
though animals have been “refused the power to transform those 
traces into verbal language” (Derrida 417).3 

This brings us to one potential caveat with the celebration of 
animal print that deserves recognition here. While the papers in 

2 Shukin, Nicole. Animal Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical Times.  
University of Minnesota Press, 2009.
3 Derrida, Jacques. “The Animal That Therefore I Am (More to Follow).”  
Critical Inquiry, vol. 28, no. 2, 2002, pp. 369-417.
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this collection interrogate animal appearances in texts from various 
genres and genealogies, animals themselves might get erased and 
become mere empty signifiers for anthropocentric meanings in the 
discourse of the human-ities. Indeed, this potential criticism might 
view print cultures as the property of human systems of exchange, 
and animals’ appearances as no more than mere extensions of the 
anthropocentric desire to make animality mean whatever it wishes. 
In emphasising the intimate relation between animals and the  
materiality of print cultures, we hope, this caveat falls short of legit-
imate critique in its assumption that animal lives are not implicated 
in the figures that “we” make of them within the terrain of print 
cultures. As Donna Haraway argues (and this might resonate with 
those invested in the study of fictional animals), 

[f ]igures collect the people through their invitation to inhabit the 
corporeal story told in their lineaments. Figures are not representa-
tions or didactic illustrations, but rather material-semiotic nodes or 
knots in which diverse bodies and meanings coshape one another. 
For me, figures have always been where the biological and literary or  
artistic come together with all the force of lived reality.4  

Rather than strictly engagements with representational figures of 
animal life, the papers collected here, which interrogate sometimes 
fictional worlds that feature animal lives, might be understood as 
an archive of the affective traces nonhuman lives regularly leave on 
those of us who work in the humanities. These papers explore how 
interspecies ties are felt in the textures of the spoken word, the page, 
or the screen—even when those traces hide histories of violence,  
appear absent, or are occluded by the overgrown apparatus of  
human supremacy.

4 Haraway, Donna. When Species Meet. University of Minnesota Press, 2007, 4.
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In foregrounding these potential problems, three of the papers 
in this collection call into question the meanings that animals 
are made to circulate in popular visual cultures, especially where 
they function as stand-ins for racial and gendered oppressions.  
Melanie Hurley’s “Postfeminist Bunnies” examines the ways that rab-
bits are wielded to challenge stereotypes about cuteness in Zootopia 
and The Secret Life of Pets. While the two films’ messages might reso-
nate with feminist work against cuteness, Hurley argues that these 
films’ subversive potential is thwarted in that they dodge any overtly  
political ecofeminist sentiment, relying instead on the narratives of 
success offered by neoliberal individualism. Alex Custodio’s paper, 
turning to the popular video game Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn, 
foregrounds the ways in which animal figures are used for their  
“allegorical alterity,” suggesting that “the continued reliance on 
animals as metaphorical stand-ins for victims of racialised vio-
lence, however, elides the lived experience of the very groups these  
narratives purport to represent” (11). Alternately, though cognisant 
of reductive figurations of the animal that undergird visual cul-
ture, Melanie Proulx’s essay, “Children of the Sea,” emphasises the  
potential of Tomm Moore’s Song of the Sea. Thinking about how the 
transformation of the selkie occurs in the film, Proulx argues that its 
use of precolonial Celtic mythology as a source text works against 
masculinist colonial values.

A primary concern for some authors in this collection is how 
human systems of meaning and signification are unsettled by the 
realities of multispecies lifeworlds. In particular, four papers found 
here question the sovereignty or exceptionality of the human in  
relation to other worlds. Taylor Tomko’s “The Scientist and the  
Sovereign” foregrounds the ongoing dissolution of the human-
animal boundary from the Middle Ages to the Victorian Period, 
engaging a comparative approach to texts from each. Tomko’s paper 
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re-assesses the central role the human is thought to have played 
in such texts. David Shaw’s “It Was Always the Hottest Year on  
Record” brings us back to the Anthropocene, emphasising diverg-
ing notions of the human in our current cultural moment: one that  
posits “the human as a participant in a local ecosystem” (87), 
and another that illuminates the “human as a global agent 
that actively mediates biological life of the planet” (87). These  
notions of human agency in the Anthropocene lead to his  
consideration of the human in Guillaume Morissette’s novel, 
The Original Face. Mark Ambrose Harris’s “Funereal Fauna,” in 
focusing on human mortality, perhaps already anticipates the  
devitalisation of the human as a category. The death of the human 
is the starting point to that paper’s analysis of the richness behind  
animal encounter in moments of grief. These analyses, none of  
which diminishes the presence of the animal, considers ethical  
obligations to animal others without hastily assimilating them 
into a narrative of human ascendency. Rather than animals being  
co-opted into anthropocentric systems of meaning, these papers 
emphasise how other species have imprinted the human imagina-
tion in frequently unsettling ways.

Two papers consider how animal figures are deployed in literary 
texts. The first is MC Hyland’s essay, “A Northamptonshire Pheasant,” 
with its reference to John Clare’s memorialisation as the “Peasant 
Poet.” Hyland examines the role that birds play in his poetry. Link-
ing Clare’s observations of nature with the circulation oftexts in 
the literary world, Hyland emphasises the interplay between the 
movement of text in the publishing world to the movements of 
birds in Clare’s work. Read in this way, birds serve as a counterpoint 
and an opportunity for critical commentary on print cultures. The  
second paper, Jesse Ruddock’s analysis of “Sylvia Legris’ Compar-
ative Anatomy,” explores the ways in which Legris’ poetry inter-
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sects with historical developments in human anatomy.  Through a  
nuanced reading of Legris’ work that considers the poet’s attention 
to pre-Darwinian anatomical sciences and their reliance on animal 
bodies to bear out the truth of human anatomy, Ruddock empha-
sises that the representations of the human body in anatomical sci-
ences amass their conclusions from animal anatomy.

Two papers expand the scope of animal print to the domain of 
biopolitical colonial and state governance. Stephanie Eccles inves-
tigates heterosexual settler-colonial efforts at place-making in the  
local context of Montreal. Drawing on two stories of toxicity, the 
city’s ongoing efforts to remove purportedly invasive or harmful 
species of trees alongside efforts to heterosexualise the city under 
Mayor Jean Drapeau’s leadership in the 1950s, Eccles explores these 
two “toxic stories” for the excisions and exclusions they insist upon in 
the making of a “healthy” city space. Refusing conservative rhetorics 
of urban (ecological and moral) care that render certain lives tox-
ic, Eccles’ work employs Mel Chen’s account of queer toxicity to  
unearth potential futures in these narratives that counter settler  
efforts at place-making. Clelly Johnson’s paper, turning to the con-
text of the United States, considers mechanisms of state governance 
in the United States that terrorise African American communities 
using canine bodies. This ambitious paper offers an analysis of the 
presence of dogs as an extension of state anti-Blackness, but also 
emphasises the sometimes complex and contradictory appearances 
of dogs in multiple texts within the terrain of Black and African 
American studies. 

In that our Colloquium takes place on the unceded lands of 
the Kanien’kehá:ka Nation, we welcome those papers that work  
toward acknowledging and dismantling the colonial injustices  
perpetrated at this meeting place. Though territorial acknowledge-
ment is but a mere step in this long walk, we nonetheless wish to 
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affirm the Kanien’kehá:ka Nation alongside the many Indigenous 
peoples with ties to this place as its custodians. We also voice our 
support for Indigenous resurgence in the past, present, and future of 
this place. 5

This collection of cutting-edge ideas has been no mean feat to 
assemble, and I would be remiss not to offer praise to those figures 
who have left their imprint on this event from behind the scenes. 
As faculty liaison for students planning the Colloquium, I have 
been privileged both to see this collection take shape and witness 
the arduous work that comes with such endeavours, but also to see 
the fruits of that labour and participate in extraordinary conversa-
tions that will no doubt shape the potential futures of multispecies 
critique. This event relies yearly on the support of various bodies 
within the University, and we offer special thanks to our fabulous 
administrative staff: Sharon Frank, Beth Crevier, and Bonnie-Jean 
Campbell. We would also like to thank our department chair Andre 
Furlani for his ongoing and enthusiastic support for this event and 
his dedication to graduate student work, as well as Jill Didur for 
her role in creating this event. Most importantly, I thank both Alex 
Custodio and Katheryne Morrissette, MA students in Concordia’s 
English program who have been preparing this event for the bet-
ter part of a year, not to mention their work on the 15th annual  
Colloquium in 2017. Both have been unwavering in their dedica-
tion to this event, which has never been in better hands, and have 
prepared their own remarkable presentations for the Colloquium  
despite being in the throes of one of the most demanding years in 

5 Our territorial acknowledgment draws from Concordia’s, which was prepared 
by the university’s Indigenous Directions Leadership Group on February 16, 
2017. The full version of the IDLG’s statement can be found at https://www.
concordia.ca/about/indigenous/territorial-acknowledgement.html.
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the life of a burgeoning academic. Though MA programs experi-
ence regular turnaround, these two students’ influence will be felt in 
colloquia for years to come.

This year was a challenging one for current and former students 
in the Concordia English Department. With that in mind, I cannot 
help but ruminate on the significance of this event for our small 
community, and I thus close with sincere thanks to our students for 
modeling the best facets of our department’s culture and enlivening 
critical dialogue at this crucial time. Those behind the scenes at this 
event have provided a template for what a collegial and supportive 
academic institution can accomplish. It is deeply heartening to be a 
part of an event that celebrates and centralises the work of students 
in this community.

Dr. Jesse Arseneault 
Montréal
2018



I t is September 2010, and I receive news that one of my oldest 
friends, Jazz, is dead. A car jumped the curb and killed her. 
Though it is never confirmed, it is presumed that alcohol 
was a factor in this act of extreme, fatal negligence. A month 

later, I am on a trip to the West Coast, hoping to move away from 
grief, when my partner and I haphazardly end up on Bean Hollow 
Beach, California, standing face to face with a dead blue whale 
and her deceased calf. I wrote about this experience in my essay 
“Heart the Size of a Small Car,” which appears in the anthology In 
the Company of Animals: Stories of Extraordinary Encounters. I will 
not recount the event in full here, but I will say that it marks and 
moves me in ways that are indelible. While I was seeking reprieve 

Funereal Fauna:
the rewilding of mourning

Mark Ambrose Harris

The world ’s face
Like a ghost, haunts the seasons
I wait in the forever for you

I wait
Like a sea lion
Supported and gently kissed by the water

- Anohni, “I Never Stopped Loving You”
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from death, the dead blue whales did not let me turn away from the  
inevitable. This is a germinal moment; I can no longer think about 
grief without also thinking about animals. 

It is May 2014, and my grandfather passes away after a brief 
but brutal struggle with cancer. Two weeks after my grandfather’s 
funeral, my partner and I once again find ourselves by the shore.  
Instead of the Pacific, now we are near Arctic waters in Húsavík, 
Iceland. During our road trip around the island, we stop in the north 
to go whale watching. As the tour boat approaches the dock, some-
one on land asks, “Did you see any whales?” The tour guide responds 
with a smile, “We saw lots of puffins!” Getting into the boat, covered 
head-to-toe in a neon thermal life suit, I know it is unlikely that 
we will see any whales on our little excursion. We speed away from 
shore and head towards what is colloquially known as Puffin Island. 
Thousands of sea birds punctuate the sky and some dive beneath 
the water, looking for food. A small pod of white-tipped dolphins 
begins following our boat. This quick visit is joyous, and I think 
to myself, “Even if we don’t see any whales today, I’m glad we saw 
dolphins.” Our boat races on, further and further away from land. 
Suddenly, our guide points in the distance. “I think it’s a hump-
back!” she says. I scan the water looking for tail fins or other  
cetaceous signs, but I cannot see anything. Our guide exclaims again, 
with more excitement, “No, it’s a blue whale!” There, rising from 
the depths, is an animal I had seen before in a very different state. 
What was once a gargantuan, motionless corpse is now kinetic and 
chimerical, appearing and vanishing. Swells and undulations on the 
ocean’s surface portend where the whale is about to materialise, her 
vaporous exaltations a fine mist threading the air. We watch the blue 
whale for about ten minutes when she descends below for good, a 
reminder that even the ineffable must come to an end. Perhaps it is 
clear now why I cannot separate animals from mourning. 
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How do extraordinary encounters with animals reshape our 
grief? What do these ephemeral meetings tell us about loss? A  
bitter challenge in the grieving process involves negotiating the 
finality of death and the discord of watching life move along as 
though nothing has changed. I would argue that death and the  
quotidian are in fact intimately entwined. Not only is death a  
natural part of everyday life, after a death, we must withstand the 
drudgery of paperwork, taxes, and other forms of post-mortem red 
tape. When my uncle died of a heart attack on Christmas Eve 2014, 
I found myself in his apartment hours after his death, staring at a 
disposable plastic razor filled with my uncle’s chest hair, a razor used 
to prep his chest for the defibrillator and electrocardiogram. I was 
picking up paramedic detritus and mixing the discarded packages 
of these life-saving tools with the everyday items of a recycling bin: 
soup cans, milk cartons, and newspapers.

I am interested in the role that animals play in rupturing the 
quotidian. In Rebecca Solnit’s essay “The Oysters in the Spire,” 
she writes about animal sightings in and around New York City, 
from cockroaches and rats to coyotes and humpback whales: 
“The animals [do not know] the rules, and perhaps one of the  
pleasures of seeing them is seeing residents who will never pay rent”  
(Solnit 104). While these chance encounters are often quite brief, 
they nonetheless hold potential for making life richer, even as we 
recognise our own mortality. Still, I admit to my own speciesism 
when I say there is probably something more transformative about 
seeing a humpback breach than watching a bedbug crawl out from 
under my pillow.

Is it possible to call for a rewilding of mourning? In the world 
of nature conservation, the term rewilding first appeared in the 
1990s courtesy of two biologists, Michael Soulé and Reed Noss. In 
her New Yorker essay “Recall of the Wild: The Quest to Engineer 
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a World Before Humans,” Elizabeth Kolbert writes: “According to 
Soulé and Noss, the problem with most conservation plans was that 
they aimed to protect what exists. Yet what exists is often just a 
shadow of what once was.” Their notion of rewilding involved the 
re-introduction of large predators and keystone species into core 
reserves that would be linked by migratory corridors (Kolbert). 
Over time, different visions of what rewilding should look like have 
emerged, from Pleistocene rewilding—an attempt at finding sub-
stitutes for animals and ecosystems that ended about 11,000 years 
ago—to Marxist and anarchist rewilders. 

In trying to bridge the terms rewilding and mourning, I turn 
to Dolly Jørgensen’s take on these many permutations: “Fundamen-
tally, the term […] implies that things are not wild now but they 
were at some point in the past, which obscures the reality that wild 
comes in all shapes and forms around us at this moment” (487).  She 
calls for a “more concrete, specific, and future-embracing [project 
that would] look for places and spaces in which humans and non-
humans can co-exist” ( Jørgensen 487). In some ways, grief feels like 
a perpetual state of wildness: our bodies veer towards hibernation, 
our emotions run unkempt, and our human logic buckles under the 
weight of a yearning for what cannot be brought back. But if we are 
to embrace an uncertain future, and if humans and nonhumans are 
to continue coexisting in some form or another, can this coexistence 
also translate to the realm of mourning? I recognise that there is a 
breadth of faiths and cultures that have radically different relation-
ships with death and animals, but as a white settler on unceded land, 
raised in an Irish Catholic household, those beliefs and customs are 
not mine to pilfer.      

When I began collecting ideas for this essay, I asked friends 
for recommendations on works about people experiencing grief via 
animals. Most of the titles sent to me are about mourning the loss of 
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companion animals. There is obviously rich material here, especially 
books like Eileen Myles’ Afterglow: A Dog Memoir. Another genre 
included books and films that describe the emotional lives of  
animals, such as Barbara J. King’s extremely moving How Animals 
Grieve. But what I was really looking for seemed harder to find: 
media about a person, mourning the death of another human,  
who navigates their grief through the filter of a non-companion 
species. Though mourning is not the focal point of Sy Montgom-
ery’s The Soul of an Octopus, this poetic and illuminating book enters 
pertinent territory when the author recounts seeing the hypnotic,  
relaxing qualities that an octopus instills in individuals struggling 
with anxiety and loss. 

There is, of course, Helen Macdonald’s acclaimed H is for Hawk, 
in which the author deals with her father’s passing by training a  
goshawk. Macdonald’s story differs in the sense that even though 
the goshawk alters her existence fully and completely, training a bird 
of prey becomes quotidian in its own odd way—rabbit haunches,  
dead baby chicks, and all. Macdonald talks about how, during one 
phase of her grieving process, she starts getting into minor fender-
benders, drops plates and cups, is suddenly all-around clumsy, and 
her perception of the physical world becomes skewed. But the hawk 
remedies this: “The world with the hawk in it was insulated from 
harm, and in that world I was exactly aware of all the edges of my 
skin” (Macdonald 143).

It is not uncommon for those who have recently lost a loved 
one to look towards the animal kingdom for signs or spectres. In The 
Slender Margin: The Intimate Strangeness of Death and Dying, Eve 
Joseph recalls her twenty years working in palliative care, and how 
some individuals interpreted animal sightings as visitations from 
beyond the grave: “[It is] easy, in the presence of death, to see the 
extraordinary in the ordinary; harder to know what is imagined, 
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or hoped for, and what is real” ( Joseph 105). Joseph offers her own  
narrative of desperately looking for signs—animal signs specifically— 
after her mother’s death, and finding none.

Do I believe that my loved ones were visiting me via the  
bodies of whales? No. But when I think back to the two events I 
detail above, the encounters with blue whales provided contrasting 
ways of processing these deaths. After Jazz was killed abroad, her 
remains were brought home to Montreal for a closed-casket service. 
As a sensorial experience, the visual cues of death were purely  
symbolic, as is often the case. The coffin was a placeholder; it meant 
that my friend was gone, and I would never see her again. The  
incident at Bean Hollow Beach with the dead blue whales—who 
had been struck and killed by a ship—felt like a stark counterpoint. 
One cannot avoid mortality when looking at the carcass of the  
biggest animal on earth. The perfume of rot filled my nostrils, the 
cacophony of scavenging gulls a dissonant reminder that in death all 
beings become nourishment for other living organisms. As I write 
in “Heart the Size of a Small Car,” “[t]he presence of the dead whale 
and her deceased calf proclaimed something that was impossible to 
ignore: you too will face death. One day, you will die” (Harris 91).

My time with my grandfather in palliative care felt riddled with 
horror and tedium. I see his skeletal arms and hands clawing at the 
bedside railings, his wraith body twisting in the sheets. Maybe it 
was the pain meds that propelled him into sundowning: pronounced 
fits of restlessness, anger, delirium, and confusion that emerge when 
the sun sets. Or was it the infections that breached his blood-brain  
barrier and summoned nocturnal dementia? The litmus for the state 
of his body was a plastic bag hanging off the side of the bed that 
collected urine. As the days passed, I watched the colour and consis-
tency of the liquid change, from canary to copper, and then quick-
ly from mauve to black, the molasses inching slowly through the  
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coiling tube into its receptacle. I wonder what it means that we 
return to the fetal position just before departure.

This nightmare minutiae made the change of scenery in  
Iceland even more pronounced. I left the bland scents of tepid  
hospital meals and stale mattresses for the saline bouquet of a frigid 
ocean. I went from a ward where roommates moan and cry out 
from the vertiginous nausea of chemotherapy to a blue whale’s 
exhalations enveloping the silence and sighing like a wish. This 
chance meeting felt like a sign, in the way that Eve Joseph defines 
such a sign, “a combination of things—a confluence of our hopes,  
memories, beliefs—a moment in which the veil seems to drop and 
we are granted a glimpse of another reality” (136). While I was 
physically far away from the oncology and palliative care wards, 
I was still processing the emotional toll of being a caregiver to 
someone in the final stages of their life. This encounter with a blue 
whale allowed me to figuratively and momentarily step away from  
memories of catheters and disintegration. I left behind a place where  
water could only subsist in tiny sponges the size of a stamp, swabs 
the colour of pink cotton candy for lips and tongue when your body 
is no longer able to swallow liquid, and I found myself looking at an 
endless oceanic horizon, an aqueous cloak for the largest animal to 
have ever existed. Sitting in a boat just over 50 kilometres from the 
Arctic Circle, hospital hallways and hauntings dissipated. There was 
only the blue whale breaking the waves.     

It is October 2015, and my partner and I return to Bean Hollow 
Beach, the location where this narrative began. At first, it is  
difficult to figure out where the dead whales had been five years 
prior. Instead of expansive grey clouds shrouding the land, rich  
autumnal light warms the beach. The tides alter the limits of the 
shore line, but we do locate the final resting place of the two blue 
whales. What makes this memorial pilgrimage even more emotional 
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is the encounter we had witnessed about 30 minutes prior. Driving 
along Route 1, we notice that the traffic is starting to crawl, as car 
after car begins pulling over to the side of the coastal road. From our 
vehicle, I can see some commotion happening out in the ocean not 
too far from shore. We park and join dozens of people on the cliffs 
watching a pod of humpback whales feeding in Half Moon Bay. 
Immense mouths gape at the surface, baleen plates combing krill 
from the salt; gulls flit above, looking for smaller meals that might 
be lurking near the whales. Even as the human audience grows, the 
scene is relatively silent—clicking shutters aside. There is a palpable 
sense of collective awe at the sight in front of us. A banquet for giants.

I am not sure if the encounters I have with animals will ever 
provide me with any answers or remedy grief, but this mixing of the 
miraculous with mourning is so important to me. I am still trying 
to make sense of these deaths and I miss my deceased friends and  
family dearly. Yet, in these finite moments of surreal beauty, the pain 
can be suspended while I revel in something profound and magical.
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D idactic narratives, particularly those directed towards 
young people, have long used the figure of the animal 
as an allegory for alterity. As Kay Anderson notes in 
“The Beast Within,” animality “has been a crucial  

reference point for constructing sociospatial differences and  
hierarchy [which] has informed rhetorics of race” (4). The continued 
reliance on animals as metaphorical stand-ins for victims of racial-
ised violence, however, elides the lived experience of the very groups 
these narratives purport to represent. Simultaneously, they problem-
atically imply that humans cannot and should not empathise with 
non-human animals, that animals are not themselves victimised, 
and that we cannot devote our attention to more than one violence 
or suffering at a time. This paper undertakes an analysis of the video 
game Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn to suggest that a narrative of  
allegoric alterity, while having the potential to challenge hegemonic 
structures of power through a depiction of human-animal indis-
tinction, risks being coopted into an anthropocentric worldview 
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that elides the violences experienced by both humans and animals. 
Ultimately, I argue that the game’s potential is never fully realised, 
but invites us to think through storytelling practices. 

Radiant Dawn (2008), the tenth installment in the Fire Emblem 
series, is a tactical role-playing game that has alternately received 
critical acclaim and fan-derision for telling an explicit story about 
racism.1 The game picks up three years after the previous instalment 
on the fictional continent of Tellius, which is home to two distinct 
races: beorc and laguz. Beorc are humans, while the laguz are  
human-animal hybrids, shapeshifters who, depending on their tribe, 
can transform into lions, tigers, cats, hawks, ravens, herons, and 
dragons. Laguz are visibly marked even when unshifted through 
their non-human animal ears, wings, and tails. The game is divided 
into four parts in which players control different armies until they 
unite against the common threat of the Begnion Empire, whose  
beorc senators espouse the rhetoric of racists and white supremacists. 
Before the alliance of these various playable factions, the fragmented 
narrative structure demands that the player fights both alongside 
and against the laguz, implicating the player in the laguz’s liberation 
while also rendering them complicit in reproducing racialised  
violence. Yet it is worth noting that the cast of  playable and non-
playable characters, numbering over one hundred twenty-five, is 
dominated by white soldiers.2 Radiant Dawn therefore enacts what 

1 In a Gamefaqs review, user Dorfl_2 claims that “the whole laguz vs. beorc thing 
was played to death […] I don’t need to go through the whole prejudice story,”  
arguing that Intelligent Systems has no right to “moralize.” Gamespot lamented 
the “terrible” and “laughable plot,” and Nintendo Life’s review calls the story 
“cringingly cliché.” 
2 It is important to address what I mean by whiteness when I discuss the cast of 
characters, since Radiant Dawn is developed and produced by Japanese com-
panies. Until the release of Fire Emblem: Birthright (2015), the series has been 
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Carol J. Adams calls the “absent referent” (69), where what is absent 
“refers back to one oppressed group while defining another” (69). 
In Radiant Dawn, people of colour are largely replaced by human- 
animal hybrids, while animals are given agency only insofar as they 
are part human. The interest in exploring conflicts between hege-
monic order and marginalized groups thus exists by way of occlusion.

The tethering of race and species in Radiant Dawn—and 
the elisions that often result from its allegorical narrative—is not 
unique to this game or to media directed at children and adolescents.  
Significant scholarly work addresses the ways race and species have 
historically been placed in conversation with or subordination to 
each other. In her essay, “Filling Up the Space Between Mankind 
and Ape,” Sara Salih argues that “it is impossible to discuss the 
history of race and racism without taking into account the  
formulations of species distinctions in which the putative boundaries  
between animal and human were (and continue to be) asserted with 
varying degrees of emphasis” (96). Indeed, early scientific classifica-
tions, such as those of Carl Linnaeus, organised racial groups into 
a hierarchy of humanness, which were then used to defend colonial 
governance over humans and nature alike. Clapperton Chakanetsa 
Mavhunga adopts Aimé Césaire’s term “thingification” (154) to 
describe the process through which “[t]he reduction of humans  

set exclusively in a fantasy reconstruction of early to high medieval Europe.  
Birthright draws explicitly on Japanese mythology, culture, and custom when  
designing characters, places, and objects, for instance by basing names off  
Japanese deities and customs off those from Japan. What occurs through contrast 
is the effective highlighting of the degree to which earlier games are steeped in 
references to Celtic and Norse mythology, Arthurian legends, and other Western 
traditions. Indeed, the words beorc and laguz correspond respectively to runes in 
the Younger and Elder Futhark. Ken Yokoyama’s story in Radiant Dawn is rich 
with references to Western literature and Senri Kita’s character designs, while far 
from realism, leave ethnicity usually read as ambiguously white.
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to [animal] pests justifies the elimination of pests, sanctions policies 
of elimination, and blurs the division in weapons required to police  
people and to police nature” (152), which can be seen as a result of 
how the figure of the animal—the pestiferous animal especially— 
has informed ideologies of race. In Bestial Traces, Christopher  
Peterson argues that “[d]eprived of the human/animal hierarchy, 
racism and other forms of exclusion would lack the pejorative meta-
phorics that animal alterity provides” (8), and proposes that avowing 
human animality is necessary to break away from the projection 
of animality onto marginalized groups. Although this is by no 
means an exhaustive list of scholarship on the subject, these works  
provide a framework for understanding how and why animals are so  
ubiquitous in stories about marginalization—often only as signifiers 
for violence between humans that elide animal lives.  

The laguz in Radiant Dawn are therefore exciting in that they 
have the potential to radically refigure the binary between what 
is human and what is not. The experience of hybridity produced 
by the human-to-animal/animal-to-human transformation has 
the potential to undermine distinctions between human and non- 
human by emphasising their shared qualities over their differences. 
By establishing what Matthew Calarco calls a “realm of human-
animal indistinction” (426), which challenges dominant discourses 
of identity and difference, the game invites the viewer to rethink 
attitudes towards human and non-human animals by blurring the 
boundaries between categories.

At the same time, non-human animals are animated to present 
an allegory for racism. Calarco argues that the necessity for the  
notion of indistinction occurs as a result of a “recurrent tendency 
[...] to couple binary distinctions with a strong moral hierarchy in 
which beings on one side of the binary ([humans]) are given rela-
tive and even absolute value over beings on the other side (namely, 
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animals and the nonhuman)” (416). The villains of the game, the 
senators of Begnion, see themselves as being the inheritors of abso-
lute sovereignty over the laguz, figuring themselves as the Chosen 
Ones in the eyes of the Goddess. More generally, the three beorc 
nations have a long history of oppressing the beast and bird laguz. 
One verbal way this occurs is through the slur, “sub-human,” which 
the in-game glossary presents as “A disparaging term for the laguz 
used by the beorc. It is quite common in Begnion, where the laguz 
are treated with no respect and little understanding” (RD). The  
binary between human and non-human animal, with all its attending 
moral hierarchies, drives the literal and allegorical narratives of the 
game. Importantly, this derogatory label “sub-human” is used not 
only by enemies but also by allied characters the player controls and 
invests resources in, which implicates the player in the violence of 
language as well as the cartoon violence of battle one expects from 
the Fire Emblem series.

Throughout Radiant Dawn, Ike, a mercenary turned hero and 
the moral centre of the game, actively resists binary distinctions. 
During the endgame, he and Micaiah—the leader of one of the 
other armies the player fights as and against—have a conversation in 
which Ike refuses to establish a hierarchy between laguz and beorc: 

micaiah: People. You’re just like [the Goddess]. You call both laguz and 
beorcs “people.”

ike: Why should I care about the color of your hair, eyes, and skin? 
Or your ears, wings or tail? No matter how long you live or what 
powers you possess, we’re the same. At the end of the day, we’re all 
people.

Ike, the universally beloved model for brave, stoic masculinity,  
argues that laguz and beorc both deserve to be treated with equal 
respect, and that physical differences, though they exist, should have 
no influence over how one is treated. Ike’s wish when he accepts the 
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mantle of general is to bring about a world without discrimination, 
one where beorc and laguz live peaceably together.

Yet, when the game narrates an allegory for racially-motivated 
violence and depicts that which is Othered to also be that which 
is animal, it fails to challenge hegemonic structures of difference. 
It is unsurprising that animals are relegated to the category of the  
subaltern in Tellius, where wealthy European-styled white men have 
the most power, but the fact that nearly all the characters in the game 
are also white gives little voice to those Ike allegorically fights for. 
Out of a cast of one hundred twenty-five playable and non-playable 
characters, there are only two people of colour: Fiona and Danved. 
Fiona rules the independent territory of Marado in the Kingdom  
of Daein and defects to the player’s side during the Begnion  
occupation. She is honourable, considerate, level-headed, and  
unafraid to make difficult choices to protect her people, but the  
unfolding of her story is limited to one chapter in a game with 
over forty chapters. From a gameplay perspective, she arrives at a 
much lower level than the other characters at that point with piti-
ful base stats, and can only be deployed in two chapters in part 1 
due to narrative restrictions. Overall, she is available for seven 
chapters as well as the endgame, should the player choose to invest 
in her, a process that relies heavily on lucky stat boosts from the 
game’s random number generator. Meanwhile, Danved suffers from 
even worse availability, deployable in only four chapters. While  
Fiona is disadvantaged by the gameplay mechanics, Danved is  
relentlessly mocked by the narrative itself, where he speaks in a 
childish third person: “let Danved join you […] Danved will fight 
like a bear! like a tiger!” (RD 2.3). Not only is Danved consistently  
associated with the children characters through his conversations 
with his allies, his dialogue also animalises him, presenting him as 
more like a laguz than a beorc.3  In a game that ostensibly advocates 
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for inclusivity, the treatment of its characters of colour fails to  
produce a landscape that reflects any meaningful diversity.

Equally, the laguz contribute to the attitude that sees animal 
lives as valuable only insofar as they possess human-like intelli-
gence. The game implicitly presents the argument that laguz deserve 
autonomy because—while more instinct-driven than beorc—they 
possess human rationality and language. Non-hybrid animals in 
the game are not offered equal sovereignty. Radiant Dawn there-
fore mediates a relationship between human and human-animal 
hybrids to the exclusion of non-human animals: horses and pegasus 
are taken into battle without so much as an acknowledgment of 
the dangers they face. Their lives are so expendable, in fact, that, 
at the beginning of part iii, deputy commander Titania suggests 
the players should  release the senators’ horses onto the battlefield 
to cause chaos and confusion. That these animals become collateral 
damage—or, in video game terms, “meat shields”—for the player’s 
characters registers to the commander and her troops as little less 
than the vagaries of war. 

It is also important to examine which animals are permitted to 
be hybridised with humans, namely the cat, tiger, lion, raven, hawk, 
heron and dragon. There are no cow or chicken laguz—those ani-
mals remain food. Thus, I would like to turn briefly to the literal 
eating of animals to consider the ethical ramifications of consuming 
and profiting from animals in a game where hybrid entities strug-
gle for sovereignty. Animals are placed in a rigid hierarchy where 
the rational, speaking animal is permitted to eat speechless meat. 

3 Atsushi Tajima argues that Japan’s portrayal of black characters is generally 
negative due not only to Japan’s fairly homogenous population but also because 
these racist portrayals were introduced to Japan by the west. Japan later domes-
ticated and reproduced these stereotypes. Regrettably, further analysis of the 
subject is beyond the scope of this paper.
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In “Feast or Famine,” a cutscene that takes place at the army base, 
two laguz, Mordecai and Lethe, and two beorc, Titania and Oscar,  
discuss the dinner Oscar has prepared. They jest that Ike can match 
the voracious appetite of the laguz in the consumption of meat. The 
scene ends with Mordecai and Lethe deciding to hunt more game in 
order to accommodate the appetites of the male laguz and beorc.  

lethe: I can’t wait to see the looks on all their faces when they learn 
that a Beorc made all this delicious food! […]

oscar: Hmm. Do you think I should make more?
lethe: Us beasts have a healthy appetite, of course. On top of that, we 

have General Skrimir and Ike. …Yeah. I’d be surprised if what’s 
here lasted past those two, much less a whole pack of laguz.

titania: Tsk, you’re exaggerating! Ike is a beorc. He couldn’t possibly 
eat as much as someone from the beast tribe. Well, maybe he would. 
Actually… He most definitely would.

oscar: Yeah. Especially the ribs and steaks.
lethe: Mordecai. How about we go hunt for more game?
mordecai: Right! (RD 3.0)

In “Eating Well,” Jacques Derrida presents the concept of eating 
well as a way to privilege an ethical life, arguing that the only way 
to live such a life is to realise that beings cannot avoid eating each 
other, but must nevertheless acknowledge and respect the Other.  
Yet there is no such reflection at any point in the game—no  
character, laguz or beorc, makes reference to what I imagine to be a 
cognitively dissonant moment of eating meat at a table with beings 
who are able to transform into entities that are typically seen as meat. 
Hunting is only inappropriate when it harms a creature imbued with 
human-like rationality. While accurately representing nature’s food 
chain in the case of the lion, tiger, and cat laguz, the fact that Lethe 
and Mordecai implicitly condone hunting game through their eager 
participation not only for themselves as predators but also for the 
human soldiers, renders them complicit in the elision of the lives of 
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animals. The occlusion of unspeaking animals’ lived experience—an 
experience approximate to that of the laguz when they transform 
and lose their ability to speak beorc language—points to the hege-
monic belief that only animals who are like humans deserve sover-
eignty over their lives. 

This occlusion of agency is taken to its extreme through the  
introduction of Feral Ones, laguz whose natures have “been warped 
by the [magical] experiments of Daein’s former court naturalist, 
Izuka” (RD 4.5). Izuka concocts an elixir that forces laguz into 
their animal forms permanently to enhance their combat prow-
ess at the expense of their rationality, placing their bodies and 
minds in an unstable state that leads to early death. When  
beorc ally Bastian suggests he will use Izuka’s magic against him, 
Izuka exclaims “Y-you monster! What you suggest is uncon-
scionable!” (4.5); Izuka sees himself as a “genius,” whose work is 
“humanity’s greatest triumph” (4.5) precisely because he values 
the scientific reason of the beorc above the lives of the laguz; his ex-
periments are only unconscionable when used against him or other  
beorc. By rendering laguz voiceless and permanently animalised,  
Izuka attempts to justify his crimes, and his privileging of human over 
non- or part-human other allows him to defend his twisted scientific  
experiments. What is foregrounded explicitly is the way animals’ 
inability to speak human language has long been used to deny that 
animals could want or even be sovereign beings. 

The difficulty with allegorical alterity, particularly in media 
marketed towards young people, is that interpretations too often 
foreground one ethical relationship to the occlusion of the other. 
In Dangerous Crossings, Claire Jean Kim argues that, by focusing  
exclusively on one fraught relationship, “[r]acial and cultural mean-
ings are denaturalized and deconstructed but species meanings—
what it means to be human, what it means to be animal—are  
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naturalized once again” (12). Consequently, she argues for the  
necessity of mutual avowal rather than historic disavowal.  While 
Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn is rich in moral messages of respect 
and forces the player to confront their own complicity as the leader 
of various armies, any interpretation that foregrounds one margin-
alized group over the other necessarily elides half the story. 

It is crucial that we therefore consider the ramifications of  
presenting the same recurring narrative model and consider how it 
can be improved upon to more ethically and effectively convey its 
message. I argue that it is essential to name the hegemonic structures 
of power, to acknowledge that the oppression allegorised is not only 
a construction of the fantasy narrative. For all that Radiant Dawn 
interrogates and attempts to resist both racism and speciesism,  
neither word is ever used. Rather than relying on allegorical alter-
ity, including diverse characters the media purports to represent 
is necessary if these stories are to meaningfully resist hegemonic  
narratives. While indie gaming has become increasingly diverse, 
triple A titles remain homogenous, but for a few exceptions. 

Claire Jean Kim argues that “our interpretive success depends 
on our ability and willingness to engage with these two taxonomies 
of power, race and species, at once” (15), and perhaps that is what 
Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn attempted to do in good faith. Yet it 
is undeniable that the narrative of the game as it currently stands 
filters the world through “quintessentially human perspectives and 
concerns” (Calarco 416). The promising hybridity introduced by the 
laguz fails to encourage identification with the non-human other, 
but rather emphasises what makes the laguz similar to beorc: speech 
and rationality. Rather than using animality as a foil for alterity, 
children’s media should encourage identification with the animal 
and with the marginalized voices it here threatens to occlude.
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Q ueer ecology is defined by Mortimer-Sandilands and 
Erickson as the “ongoing relationship between sex and 
nature that exists institutionally, discursively, scientifi-
cally, spatially, politically, poetically, and ethically, and 

it is our task to integrate that relationship in order to arrive at a 
more nuanced and effective sexual and environmental understand-
ing” (5). This lens, which affords an investigation into reproductive 
anxiety by queer actors, will inform my queer ecological reading of 
Mount Royal Park in order to investigate a snapshot of the moun-
tain’s queer history involving the invasive Emerald Ash Borer beetle 
(EAB) and the Park’s native ecology. By reading Mount Royal as a 
text, this paper attempts, first, to politicise the creation of Mount 

toxic shocks to a settler- 

making Project: a Queer ecological 

reading of mount royal Park

Stephanie Eccles 

We must also learn to accept all kinds of strange life forms, human and nonhuman, 
toward which we generate care, compassion, and commitment. We must learn from 
queer subjects to build worlds of familial care that are not bound by biology.

- Heather Davis, 245
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Royal Park, and second, to make visible a queer ecological story of 
the mountain that presents “toxic shocks” to the continual settler 
naturalisation project. A queer ecological reading embraces  
deviation from heteronormative colonial trajectories and the 
strangeness that such deviation evokes. I will end by considering 
a queer reproductive futurism brought by the invasion of the 
EAB. At the heart of my paper is an attempt to pursue Billy-Ray  
Belcourt’s insight that: “colonial animalities are inseparable from 
the colonized spaces in which they are subjected” (3).  

Mont Royal Park exemplifies what Taylor and colleagues refer 
to the environment as, “a terrain of power, hardening particular  
social formations into truths and uprooting others” (211). The  
officialised history of the creation of Mount Royal Park according 
to Les Amis De La Montagne (LADLM) is linked to French  
colonial rule. LADLM establishes the origin of the mountain in 
1535, when Jacques Cartier climbed and named the mountain with 
guidance from St. Lawrence Iroquoians who lived in the village 
of Hochelaga (LADLM 2014). This narrative circulates historical  
stories of the mountain, establishing the so-called truth that white 
people arrived first to a terra nullius space, and engaged in a park-
making project to claim it (Razack 2). 

 Montreal settlers were eager to create a park after naming and 
claiming the large hill now known as Mount Royal in an attempt 
to resist the anxiety around industrialisation that was common at 
this historical moment. The mountain emerged as a great challenge 
to settlers, standing 579 feet at the highest peak in a relatively flat,  
plateaued landscape (Poulter 76). The mountain remained largely 
inaccessible, but that did not prevent men from attempting to 
“rough” the ruggedness of the landscape—the well-known Colonel  
Stevenson tasked himself with transporting a canon up the moun-
tain in 1882 to attest to the possibility of doing so and further inspire 
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the creation of the Park (Razack 13; LADLM). Colonel Stevenson 
did not receive the feedback he desired, so he led many campaigns 
over the course of a few years until 1869 when efforts were mo-
bilised to begin the park-making process. Writing about the early 
imagining of the national landscape in Montreal, Poulter posits that 
the size of the mountain, which is “not much more than a large hill,” 
was exaggerated in order to produce an epic tale of conquest (78). 
By climbing the mountain, early settlers could prove that “they had 
the manly plunk to overcome Canada’s natural obstacles and could 
claim to be men of the North” (78). This narrative of the mountain’s 
wildness and inaccessibility remains integral to the effect of surpris-
ing newcomers to the city who are at first unaware that it is actually 
a well cultivated park (78). 

 In 1874, Frederick Law Olmstead, an architect of natural spaces, 
most known for his design of Central Park in Manhattan, was 
called upon to design the park (LADLM 2014). He did not have 
a particular formula for his park projects, but rather prioritised  
a “well defined set of sociological and aesthetic assumptions”  
(Murray 163). This approach was to counter the nineteenth cen-
tury sentiments that were said to be wreaking havoc on civilian’s 
morality. Urban environments were conceived to be a conduit for  
“psychological disturbance including sexual deviance” (Gandy 739).  
Thus park building was embedded in “strategies for moral and social 
reform,” as Gandy explains in his articulation of the wider ideologi-
cal  rationales for parks (728). In order to follow this approach, Olm-
stead maintained that the design must match the natural assets of the 
mountain that prohibit embellishing the mountain with too many 
cut up roads, walkways, shelters, staircases and other infrastructure 
in an attempt to “provide plenty of long-range visibility” (Mortimer- 
Sandilands & Erickson 18; Murray 166). This involved uprooting 
and planting species of trees that would embody this vision. In an  
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effort to tell this toxic story, I begin by borrowing Razack’s  
wisdom to question how spatiality becomes material. I then adopt 
a lens of critical queer ecology in order to trace the reproductive  
desires of such park projects by examining Mount Royal and its  
history of tree-removal programs, which unfold in the context of 
settler-colonialism. 

The Emerald Ash Borer crisis is not the first time Mount Royal’s 
trees have been caught up in a settler-colonial nature-making  
project that stems from reproductive anxiety. Reproductive anxiety 
is understood as negatively impacting heterosexual settler-identites 
through the “non-reproductive queer” and the invasive species that 
reproduces too abundantly. The non-reproductive queer spurred 
the historic round of mass tree-cutting in the 1950s undertaken to 
prevent gay cruising within the park boundaries, which was often 
conflated with pedophilia. In the 1950s, Mayor Drapeau and the 
“Morality Squad” cut down over 30,000 trees concentrated in an 
area called the jungle to “bald” the mountain and thus eliminate 
the space of queer encounters. Ross Higgens, a Montreal-based 
anthropologist, conducted interviews with men involved in the gay 
scene in the 1950s to learn that Mount Royal park sex often marked 
the formation of their queer identity (191). Scrolling through the 
officialised history of LADLM, there is no mention of this signifi-
cant historical meaning of the mountain or its balding in the 1950s. 
This absence is important in furthering my claim that parks are  
constructed in such a way as to maintain a particular history and 
mandate, often “downplay[ing] the radical and nonconformist as-
pects” of the site (Gandy 730). 

 Decades later, in 2011, Mount Royal Park found itself once again 
under what is considered a queer invasion.  In the late 2000s, the Em-
erald Ash Borer beetle crept into Canada, most notably in Ontario 
and Quebec. They were first discovered in 2002 in North America, 
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assumed to have arrived from the continent of Asia by international 
trade (Poland & McCullough 118). According to the Conversation 
on Biological Species, Invasive Alien Species are: “Species whose 
introduction and/or spread outside their natural past or present 
distribution threatens biological diversity,” also understood as alien 
versus native natures. Yet their hosts, ash trees, are also a non-native 
species to Canada. This species was introduced for its ability to 
grow quickly and provide shade, making it particularly favorable in  
urban settings. To repeat, ash trees are “settler plants,” making the  
distinction between native and foreign species one of colonial  
selection (Mastnak et al. 366). 

 According to the 2015-2016 LADLM report, the EAB is now 
present on Mount Royal, where one in three trees is of the ash  
species. The program predicts that the next few years will be  
disastrous, and has an initial plan already set up to cut down 
30,000 ash trees (LADLM; Pineda). The city has not developed a  
comprehensive plan for this insurmountable project, thus relying on 
smaller-scale strategies. Researchers based in Montreal and work-
ing with LADLM have created their own proposed response plans, 
contingent on their mandate of preserving Mount Royal as it is. In 
terms of counter-acting the EAB, there is an ongoing treatment of 
TreeAzin, which is currently the only pesticide known to be effec-
tive against the beetle. However, the trees themselves must be over 
15cm to be receptive to the treatment (Pineda). As Pineda’s article 
attests, “it will be more profitable to plant a new tree of a different 
species than treating a tree of this size.” As plans are in deliberation 
and remain undecided, the current course of action seems to be: cull 
ash trees below 15cm; treat those above; and plant new species of 
red oaks and maple (Pineda; Banerjee). Since 2015, Montreal had 
spent over $18 million to treat or remove more than 16,000 ash 
trees over the island (“$18 Million”). 
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Mel Y. Chen, invoking conversations of animacy and toxicity, 
argues that environmental toxins “are critically mobile” and that 
their categorisation derives from “their potential threat to value hu-
man integrities” (155). There is often a strong urge to geographi-
cally locate environmental toxins elsewhere. As Chen states, “these 
environmental toxins are supposed to be over there, not here” (160). 
This resistance becomes legible and even political when framing the 
EAB as a biosecurity threat, “conflating safety of a body [natural 
landscape] with safety of national concerns” (Chen 183). When 
considering nature in colonial states, it is imperative to be atten-
tive to the “planting” and “de-planting” of colonial nature legacies 
(Mastnak et al. 366). Mastnak and colleagues evoke Francis Bacon’s 
legacy of contribution to mastering nature, as he advocated plant-
ing non-labour intensive and quick-growing plants (365). Bringing 
Chen’s scholarship into conversation with Mastnak et al. and  
Subramaniam, Mount Royal becomes a site of struggle for  
reproducing settler nationality by destabilising in the right ways the 
very nature-cultures that gave the settler-state grounds for claim.  
To put things into perspective, Mastnak and colleagues clarify in 
their article, “We use ‘native plants’ in a similar spirit, to address 
how ‘Debates about naïve and alien species are situated within 
broader deliberations about nature, naturalness and the ecological 
place of our own species in the ‘natural world’” (364). Subramaniam  
corroborates this sentiment, writing on the shared discourses between  
immigrants and non-native/exotic/alien species in the United States, 
articulating the driving fear that is couched in the “redrawing [of ] 
the global landscape in ways no one imagined” (29). The goal is to 
motivate, in native citizens, a sense of responsibility for halting the 
“irreversibility” of movement from the “peaceful, co-evolved nature 
in perfect harmony and balance to an uncertain future” (Subrama-
niam 29). However, there is a different way to think about invasive 
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species as “long-term forces of life and creation” and not “forces of 
death and destruction” (Larson 33). 

 Nativism is at the heart of ecological rhetoric around invasive 
species. Subramaniam states, “the ‘natives’ however, are of course, 
the white settlers who reached the Americas to displace the original 
natives, to become its new, true natives” (34). A look at the City of 
Montreal’s website for all matters related to the EAB illuminates 
these points of nativism, that are bound to ideas of heteronormativity 
and naturalness. The website’s header reads, “The emerald ash borer 
is a threat to our ash trees: Act now to protect them, it’s the law!”  
(“Emerald Ash Borer”). Messages like this emphasis the  
“our,” collapsing nuanced conversations that ruminate on the  
nature-culture of the mountain. This serves to mark particular citi-
zens—most notably home-owners in this campaign—as defenders 
of the city’s natural resources (Taylor et al. 210). Another interesting 
piece of this debate is that the EAB is not considered pestiferous on 
the continent of Asia. This gestures to wider sentiments in ecological 
management around “matters of control, discipline, and capital” 
(Subramaniam 35). The beetles’ mobility ultimately “threatens the 
natural order of things” (Subramaniam 35). What is so striking 
about these seemingly simple remarks is that they are predicated 
on the notions of rightful, naturalised places that violently natu-
ralise the settler-colonial landscapes, rendering them indisputably  
natural, normal, and worthy of protection from outside threats. 

As I have demonstrated, an examination of tree-removal  
programs of Mount Royal exposes projects of green colonialism. 
With this in mind, I propose challenging our failures of imagination 
when it comes to futurity meeting environmentalism: for example, 
what future does the EAB propel (Seymour 10)? Heather Davis 
sardonically reminds us, “queerness, as vitriolically spat out by right-
wing homophobes, does mean the end of the future” (240). Yet, as 
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this paper suggests, it can also open “up a kind of queer ecological 
imagination … a queer futurity that is marked by trans-species em-
pathy and identification” (Davis 239). A kinship that does not only 
render the biological but also the physical bodies that fall into queer 
categories. Read in the context of Western Imperialism and settler-
nation states, this intervention of queer ecology is needed. 

 To conclude, Mayor Drapeau’s homophobic stewardship 
and politicians mobilised against the EAB on Mount Royal, are 
leading environmental and tree-removal programs that attempt 
to preserve a narrative that is integral to Montreal’s settler- 
colonial histories and identities. Discussing queer time, Halberstam 
says, “we pathologize modes of living that show little or no 
concern for longevity” (5). Though both queer sexuality and 
queer creatures like the EAB are seen as unconcerned for the  
future, I want to present an alternative to Halberstam’s observation. 
Rather than lacking concern for longevity, the EAB offers a different 
and perhaps even abundant future, providing materials for creative 
production. According to a CBC News article, “youths and adults 
[are] now turning the wood from felled ash trees into flower boxes 
and public benches for parks, paths and borough streets” and another 
project in Montreal built sailboats (“How Montreal”). Put beauti-
fully by Mastnak and colleagues, “any change opens up possibili-
ties for new forms of [...] life—even if it endangers conditions that 
make most life possible” (363). 

 A queer futurity is one that “reconfigures notions of intimacy 
and reproduction across the planet—all bodies share in reproductive 
metabolisms” (Ahuja 368). Under the umbrella of queer ecological 
theory, bringing queer sex and the EAB into conversation with 
each other opens up a space for different futurities to be conceived. 
I advocate for a queer ecological futurity that is simultaneously a 
decolonising project—and that shall deflect normative trajecto-
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ries that relegate most life to the margins. Instead, I suggest we   
embrace abundant futures for bodies otherwise marked as  
disposable, undesirable and lacking longevity. Queer animality 
is understood to reproduce an apocalyptic future, however; as  
demonstrated in Davis’s article, “some kind of life will definitely 
continue” (Davis 245). That life, I argue, is one that challenges  
colonial worldviews and creates opportunities to re-imagine a more 
habitable world.
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T wo animated feature films released in 2016, Disney’s 
Zootopia and Illumination’s The Secret Life of Pets, star 
an anthropomorphic bunny, and both characters are 
contradictory figures. Zootopia’s Judy Hopps, the titular 

city’s first bunny police officer, and Pets’ Snowball, the leader of the 
revolutionary group The Flushed Pets, combine charming looks with 
powerful personalities, challenging stereotypes of aesthetically cute 
individuals (a category that includes many women and a variety of 
animals) as essentially domestic and vulnerable. Unfortunately, both 
films undermine the subversive potential of their bunny characters: 
postfeminist rather than feminist, they promote individual choice 
and empowerment over collective action, and they do not advo-
cate systematic social change, ignoring or outright undermining  

postFeminist Bunnies:
cuteness in ZootoPia and 
the secret life of Pets

Melanie Hurley

1 This paper is partially based on my major field comprehensive exam. I would 
like to thank my supervisor, Dr. Andrew Loman, and everyone at Memorial 
who served on my exam committee for their time and helpful feedback. 
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feminist politics. Zootopia focuses on Judy’s personal journey,  
avoiding analysis of the ideological and social systems that oppress 
certain groups, while Pets deradicalises Snowball by pairing him 
with a human owner at the film’s conclusion. Neither film demands 
profound change in popular Western conceptions of cuteness,  
limiting their political potential and preventing them from making 
strong (eco)feminist statements. 

The term “bunny” is not the proper name for any animal, and 
it may refer to rabbits, hares, or fictional combinations/conflations 
of the two, making bunnies imaginary creatures, malleable fantasy 
animals that can change their significations to uphold or under-
mine the status quo. This paper bases its understanding of bunnies 
on Susan Willis’s “Imagining Dinosaurs,” which argues that  
dinosaurs exist primarily in the imagination, since we must  
reconstruct them from the fossil record, and we reconstruct them  
repeatedly in relation to changing ideologies. Willis illustrates how 
discourses surrounding gender have influenced both the scientific 
and popular understandings of dinosaurs, causing them to morph 
from “reptilian, masculine, and brutish” figures (187), to more 
motherly creatures (188-189), and then into the domesticated,  
sympathetic, and child-like creatures of popular texts such as The 
Land Before Time (189-193). She concludes that dinosaurs have 
the potential to be anything, to signify anything (195). Similarly,  
authors and filmmakers can attribute various characteristics to  
bunnies. To create these characters, they can draw on scientific 
knowledge and observations of lagomorphs, the history of repre-
senting bunnies, cultural thought, and their own motivations. Thus, 
the flexible characterisation of bunnies allows their significations  
to vary, letting them fulfill several different ideological functions. 

One characteristic commonly associated with bunnies, whether 
directly or through comedic play, is cuteness, a connection that 
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makes the bunny a useful figure for analysing how the concept 
of cuteness operates in popular Western thought. Cuteness is an  
aesthetic category that describes diminutive, fragile, feminine, and 
domestic individuals. In “Our Aesthetic Categories” (2010), Sianne 
Ngai argues that the cute emerged from “the nascent mass culture 
of the industrial nineteenth century United States and so with the 
ideological consolidation of the middle-class home as a female space 
organized around consumption” (951), and she asserts that “cute 
things evoke in us a desire to protect them” (950). Lagomorphs are 
prey animals, small and seemingly helpless creatures. Furthermore, 
there is a relationship between them and domestic spaces, as some 
people keep rabbits as pets. Depending on how a text characterises 
a bunny, then, it may uphold this definition of cuteness, or it may 
disrupt that definition to suggest how Western society might change 
its conception and treatment of “cute” individuals. 

Nonhuman characters, especially anthropomorphic animals, are 
a staple of animation, prompting insightful scholarly debates about 
the relationship between this genre and ideas about nature; however, 
the literature typically does not focus on a single type of nonhuman 
character and its significations, an issue that this paper addresses 
through its focus on anthropomorphic bunnies and cuteness.  
Although some scholars consider the relationship between anima-
tion and ideas of nature theoretically, such as Ursula K. Heise, who 
claims that animation is the key genre that asks questions about 
what it means to be a natural organism, a great deal of the scholar-
ship focuses on the Disney studio. These works include arguments 
that Disney’s animated films often present an androcentric world-
view (Buescher & Ono; Murphy), or infuse worlds ruled by ani-
mals with a patriarchal fantasy of male domination (Payne, 1995; 
Vraketta, 2016); re-evaluations of Disney’s output to find films that 
resonate with current environmentalist thought (Haworth, 2016; 
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Whitley, 2012); and comparisons of Disney’s depictions of nature 
with those of other studios, such as DreamWorks and Studio 
Ghibli (Batkin, 2017; Murphy, 1995; Whitley, 2012). Since it deals 
with both Disney and Illumination, this paper belongs in the last  
category. However, while Batkin, Murphy, and Whitley all consider 
how different studios represent the natural world overall, this paper 
narrows its focus to a single character type, exploring what bunnies 
reveal about Western attitudes toward “cute” creatures. 

Within animation, there are two competing traditions of bunny 
characters, namely, the sweet, docile bunny and the wily trickster 
bunny, of which Disney’s Thumper (Bambi, 1942) and Warner Bros.’ 
Bugs Bunny, are probably the best-known examples, respectively;  
despite their differences, though, both traditions support the  
dominant concept of cuteness. Thumper, who is not much like a real 
rabbit, and so fits comfortably in the “bunny” category, completely 
adheres to the cute ideal: he is a small, cuddly animal who inhabits a 
curiously domestic forest. Bambi’s forest is rendered in a hyperrealist 
animation style (Pallant 346-348), but it remains a fantastical  
setting in that “nature’s predatory, stinging, biting, aggressive  
functions are almost wholly absent” (Whitley 62). This idyllic  
woodland  excludes predatory animals, such as foxes and hawks, 
making it a safe, comfortable home for its resident animals. The 
only foe its inhabitants face is “Man,” who intrudes upon and  
destroys their harmonious home. Additionally, despite its hyper-
realist style, the animation heightens the charm of its woodland 
subjects, enhancing their appealing features. It makes Thumper 
quite sweet-looking, depicting him as small, plump, and fluffy, with 
a round face and big eyes. In contrast to Thumper, Bugs challenges 
the idea of bunnies as vulnerable, as he consistently outwits his  
enemies and reverses the predator-prey hierarchy; yet, he still  
bolsters dominant ideas about cute individuals, as his comic gags 
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often put his (male) foe in a place typical of a cute individual. Bugs 
is not physically cute; instead, he is tall, skinny, and sports rather 
incredible buckteeth, an appearance that supports his masculine 
prowess. More importantly, he often bests his enemies by making 
them appear feminine and weak. For example, in twenty-five of his 
cartoons (Sandler 167), beginning with the first one, A Wild Hare 
(1940), he kisses a male foe, a gag that embarrasses his enemy and 
“warrant[s] a momentary pause before the pursuit continues” (166). 
This gag appears repeatedly in cartoons featuring the hunter Elmer 
Fudd, inverting expectations about hunters and prey, and reinforcing 
Elmer’s “position in the Bugs Bunny narrative as the butt of the 
joke” (167). Bugs’s comedic actions disrupt expectations about  
bunnies, but they still accord with stereotypes surrounding cuteness. 
Neither tradition of representing bunnies in animation, then, works 
to overthrow the standard of cuteness; rather, they support ideas of 
cute individuals as feminine, domestic, small, and weak. 

Judy and Snowball represent a new version of the animated 
bunny, one that is (at least somewhat) sympathetic to Girlie feminist 
and postfeminist perspectives, as they combine the two traditions 
of animated bunnies, uniting superficial cuteness with strength,  
ambition, and/or rebellion. Girlie feminism is a form of Third Wave 
feminism that re-evaluates traditionally feminine cultural items, 
such as makeup and high heels, and reclaims them as powerful and/
or fun (Baumgardner and Richards 136). In contrast to this posi-
tion, postfeminism is a collection of perspectives that are ambivalent 
about, and sometimes even hostile to, feminist politics, but which 
often appear to embrace feminism by emphasising the empow-
erment of individual women, and stressing their independence,  
individual choices, and self-development (Genz; Genz and Brabon; 
McRobbie; Negra). In fact, there is overlap between Girlie feminism 
and postfeminist positions, since the latter also often attempts to  
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re-signify feminine cultural items as signs of women’s empowerment 
(Genz 31; Genz and Brabon 76-78, 92-93). Judy and Snowball, in 
agreement with both positions, disassociate cuteness from weak-
ness, proving themselves to be powerful individuals despite their 
non-threatening appearances. Judy is as physically cute as Thumper, 
but as cunning as Bugs. To pass her training at the police academy, 
which she initially has a great deal of trouble with because of her 
small size, she uses her unique abilities as a bunny. For instance, 
she leaps onto the other (considerably larger) animals to bounce 
her way to the top of an icy cliff, and she ricochets off the ropes 
of a boxing ring to land a kick with a powerful hind leg into the 
jaw of a rhinoceros. Later, she tricks Nick Wilde into helping her 
by secretly taping his confession to tax evasion (with a recording  
device disguised as a carrot-shaped pen) and blackmailing him with 
it. Like Judy, Snowball is a pleasant-looking, diminutive animal, but, 
beneath his soft exterior, he hides a powerful, hostile personality.  
To get his desired revenge on humans for the maltreatment he  
and the other Flushed Pets suffered at the hands of their former  
owners, he uses tricks, and as with Bugs, these stunts upset the 
usual social hierarchy. For example, he uses his cuteness to get the  
attention of the occupants of the Animal Control truck, and, in a 
moment of comic reversal, he attacks these burly men, giving his 
accomplices, a lizard and a pig, the opportunity to steal the truck. 
Judy and Snowball disrupt the connection between a cute aesthetic 
and vulnerability because, although they look helpless, they are  
completely able to fend for themselves. 

The bunnies of 2016 also challenge the association of physical 
cuteness with domesticity, as they both refuse the domestic identities 
that others attempt to impose on them. This refusal illustrates how 
people society labels as cute are not necessarily satisfied with being 
associated with a domestic lifestyle. Judy’s parents attempt to tie 
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her to her home in the countryside, even though it is not at all what 
she wants. Since Zootopia has never had a bunny police officer, they  
do not believe that she will ever reach this goal, and they encourage 
her to become a carrot farmer like themselves. Despite her success 
at the police academy, her parents worry about her safety in the city: 
they gift her a care package complete with fox repellent, and react 
ecstatically (in complete contrast to her utter disappointment) to 
her parking duty assignment. Judy, however, proves herself to be an 
excellent officer, more suited to an active, public life in the city, than 
to a quiet one in the countryside. Snowball’s rejection of domesticity 
is more extreme than Judy’s: in terms of his species, he is a domestic  
animal, but he totally rejects this position for most of the film.  
Instead, he embraces the role of a violent revolutionary, yelling  
“Liberated forever, domesticated never!” as he takes off in the  
Animal Control truck, describing the Flushed Pets as being “like 
a club... except with bitin’ and scratchin’” and attempting to exact 
vengeance upon Max and Duke after they accidentally kill the viper. 
Snowball forces us to re-think how we view and treat pets. More 
emphatically than Judy, he challenges assumptions about “cute”  
domestic animals, and he indicates the potential for effective  
combinations of Girlie feminism with ecocritical thought. 

These bunnies show promise for helping us re-think our  
attitudes toward cute individuals, but the films are ultimately more 
sympathetic to dominant postfeminist thought than they are to 
Girlie, eco-, or any other form of feminism, as they only promote 
change at the level of individual choice, rather than advocating  
fundamental structural changes in society and culture. Postfeminist 
perspectives are omnipresent in American culture (Negra 4-5), 
and they tend to be contradictory, combining leftist and rightist  
positions, and sending mixed messages about gender identity (Genz 
22, 31; Genz and Brabon 5-6, 26-27; McRobbie 4). In some cases, 
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postfeminist culture uses the language of feminist cultural studies 
against itself, citing feminism to suggest that it has been success-
ful and is no longer necessary (McRobbie 4, 7). Combined with 
the privileging of the individual over collective action, postfeminist 
perspectives often dismantle feminist politics (McRobbie 11-12; 
Baumgardner and Richards, 18, 161-166). Zootopia is ambivalent 
about feminist politics, ignoring wider issues in favour of a focus 
on the individual. The film’s central story is Judy’s struggle to  
become a successful police officer at the Zootopia Police Depart-
ment, a struggle that begins with a personal desire and with which  
she succeeds because of her own determination. Her work with 
Nick provides some collective action, but it is cast in the terms of a  
personal friendship, not a political alliance (or even a politicised 
friendship). The film gestures toward oppressive social structures 
when characters make assumptions about one another based on 
species, as happens in Nick’s flashback to the distrust he suffered 
as a child, but it does not explain these assumptions beyond the 
simple biological division between “predators” and “prey.” While 
Zootopia is more personal than political, Pets blatantly under-
mines its own revolutionary thinking. The conclusion shows that,  
contrary to all his bluster, Snowball is apparently quite satisfied with 
the love of a human owner. At the end of the film, a little girl sees 
Snowball, picks him up, and takes him home as her new pet, and, 
although he initially protests, he quickly cuddles into her shoulder. 
The film completely restores Snowball to the terms of cuteness: not 
only does he once again become a domestic pet, but the little girl 
is dressed as a princess, connecting him to a popular form of child-
hood cuteness, and it is her line (said sweetly) “Aww, bunny!” that  
accompanies the film’s last shot of him. Pets’ ending attempts to undo 
its own radical suggestions about domestic animals, thus uphold-
ing dominant thought, rather than subverting it. Both films show 
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that individuals may combine aesthetic cuteness with personality 
traits that are not traditionally a part of the cute, but they fail to 
politicise these combinations. Consequently, while they speak to the 
possibility of diversion from the norm, they do not fully analyse 
or disassemble that norm, allowing assumptions about cuteness to 
remain largely intact. 

Zootopia and The Secret Life of Pets draw on the history of  
animated bunnies and current postfeminist thought to create bunny 
characters for the present day. Their respective bunnies, Judy and 
Snowball, individually challenge the dominant concept of cuteness, 
as they prove themselves able to combine cute looks with gumption 
and cunning. Regrettably, the films do not politicise these individual 
challenges to the cute ideal, ignoring or reinstating wider social 
structures that support that ideal. Judy and Snowball certainly have 
progressive features, but their films are largely apolitical, and so 
do not forcefully ask the audience to re-think their views on cute  
individuals, allowing for the continuation of the assumption that a 
cute aesthetic must indicate a frail and domestic individual. 
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J ohn Clare (1793-1864) is often read, by literary critics and 
poetry enthusiasts alike, as the quintessential poet of English 
nature. Clare’s writing on the flora and fauna of his Midlands 
home(s), and especially on the birds whose habits and habi-

tats he documented, combines precise observation of the natural 
world with a keen attention to the literary traditions with which 
he, as a “peasant poet,” conducted a set of complicated negotiations. 
As a naturalist, Clare framed his close verbal description of birds’ 
plumage, songs, nests, eggs, and behaviour as looking “on nature 
with a poetical feeling,” in contrast with contemporary practices  
of trapping, stuffing, and classifying “collections of dryd speci-
mens” (458).1 As a poet, he was similarly alert to the dangers of 
being collected as a specimen by the larger literary culture, where 

“a northamptonshire pheasant”:
john clare’s birds and the  
anxiety of Print circulation

MC Hyland

1 I quote here, and elsewhere, from Clare’s manuscript as transcribed by Eric 
Robinson and David Powell in the second edition of the Oxford World’s  
Classics Major Works.
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he was often identified first as a “peasant,” and only secondly as a 
poet. Clare’s earliest appearances in print tended to foreground his  
labouring background, whether in the London Magazine, which  
introduced Clare to its readers in an article entitled “Some Account 
of John Clare, An Agricultural Labourer and Poet,” or in his first 
book of poetry, Poems Descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery, in which 
the phrase “A Northamptonshire Peasant” appeared directly under 
his name on the title page. Clare himself was known to play on 
the potential closeness of the roles of the rustic poet, on the one 
hand, and the desirable wild bird, on the other, frequently identi-
fying himself in letters and manuscripts as a “Northamptonshire 
pheasant” (Goodridge 28). Indeed, in a number of poems, Clare 
superimposed his naturalist’s attention to the lives and behaviour 
of birds over his own concerns as a poet navigating the world of  
literary circulation from an outsider’s position.

While the trope of the poet as songbird is hardly original to 
Clare—one might point, among Clare’s contemporaries, to Shelley’s 
skylark “Like a poet hidden / In the light of thought” (36-37)—Clare 
pursues this trope in an unusual direction, with his literary writing on 
birds dominated more by his keen naturalist’s eye than by the set of 
traditionally poetic associations of birds with spontaneously gener-
ated song. If Shelley’s skylark is a figure of poetic inspiration, Clare’s 
birds register as more ambivalent figures, fully bird-like in their 
habits and habitats, even when Clare suggests anthropomorphic read-
ings. So Clare’s poem “The Sky Lark” contrasts the skylark’s “low nest 
moist with the dews of morn” with the fantasies of unencumbered 
creativity the skylark’s flight and songs encourage in her viewers,  
who, Clare writes, “had they the wing / Like such a bird themselves 
would be too proud / And build on nothing but a passing cloud” 
(20-22). In this poem, as elsewhere, Clare’s observational approach to 
nature is combined with a healthy skepticism toward literary fantasy. 
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This skepticism toward the literary world shades into something 
more like pessimism in Clare’s early poem “Helpstone,” in which 
the figures of birds and of the literary market are especially closely  
intertwined. The poem takes up Clare’s uncertain cultural position as 
a self-taught labouring class poet within the context of a lament for 
changes to Clare’s home parish under enclosure.2  The poem’s anti-
enclosure polemic borrows heavily from Oliver Goldsmith’s 1770 
poem “The Deserted Village.” Like Goldsmith’s poem, “Helpstone” 
is a long meditation in heroic couplets,3 beginning with an apos-
trophe to the village and contrasting Helpston’s former innocence 
with its fallen, post-enclosure state.  The poem’s first stanza both 
celebrates, in a recognisably Goldsmithian phrase, “humble Help-
stone,” and, in a departure from the unproblematic joy Goldsmith’s 
speaker registers in memories of his poem’s pre-enclosure village, 
describes it as a spot of conflict between, on the one hand, “useless 
ignorance,” and on the other, “dawning genius,” where “low genius” 
attempts to “rise” despite an environment in which “low opinions 
rising thoughts subdue” (Clare 1-11). 

In the poem’s second stanza, however, Clare departs even 
more abruptly from Goldsmith’s model, embodying the genius’s  
attempted “rising” trajectory in an extended metaphor in which the 
poet compares himself to “little birds, in winter’s frost and snow” 
(23). The passage describes these birds’ attempts, through a series 
of flights and excursions across the snowy ground, to escape the 
hunger and frostbite to which they are, in all likelihood, “doomed, 
like to me” (24). Indeed, the passage insists on the likeness between 

2 Enclosure refers to the privatisation of formerly common village land, occur-
ring in Clare’s parish between the years 1809-1820 (Bate 46-47).
3 The village’s name is generally spelled as “Helpston,” rather than Clare’s “Help-
stone.”
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the birds and the speaker, returning to this likeness at four separate 
points in the 24-line stanza: the birds warm themselves with “Vi-
sions like mine that vanish as they flye,” only to 

find like me along their weary way
Each prospect lessen and each hope decay
And like to me these victims of the blast
(Each foolish fruitless wish resign’d at last)
Are glad to seek the place from whence they went
And put up with distress and be content (39-46, emphasis mine)

The insistence with which Clare asserts the parallel between the 
speaker and the birds does not simply add to the urgency and  
pathos of their search for food. It also raises a question: why,  
exactly, is it so important that the reader understand the similarities  
between the (singular) speaker and the (plural) flock? What is at 
stake in this pairing? 

The poem describes the birds as figures of collective aspiration: 
Clare describes their search as one for “food and ‘better life,’” in 
which the flock vainly pursues “each fairy dream … bent on higher 
view,” until “A universal hope the whole pervades / And chirping 
plaudits fill the chilling shades” (25-34). The quick slippage from 
necessity (“food”) to the more abstract—and tellingly scare-
quoted—“better life” suggests that the aspirations Clare wishes 
to register are not simply for material advantage: if the dynamics 
of flight and return were not a clear enough replaying of the  
upwards trajectory of “dawning genius” against the downwards 
pull of “low opinions” in the previous stanza, the insistence on the  
poet’s  “likeness” to the birds makes this resemblance obvious. What 
is interesting about the passage is its unusually detailed observa-
tion of birds’ habits and motions, which are both closely described 
and anthropomorphised through the attribution of emotional and  
mental states to the flock: they search for food both on the ground 
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and in the tree, “chirp and hope and wipe each glossy bill,” and ono-
matopoeically “twitatwit their visions as they rise” (29, 38, emphasis 
mine). The birds’ actions in the passage seem to concretise Clare’s 
anxiety about his transition, as a poet, from what the poem describes 
as the indifferent audience of his fellow villagers to the “higher skye” 
of the national literary public (40). 

Furthermore, the vocabulary of aspiration that Clare engages 
in his description of the birds is rich in literary and artistic over-
tones: the birds’ diminishing “prospects” intriguingly conflate the 
birds’ eyes in flight with the eye of a poet or painter elevated enough 
to take in a larger landscape. This very concern with landscape—
as aesthetically constructed through specific painterly and poetic 
techniques—is the subject of perhaps the most influential study of 
Clare’s poetry, John Barrell’s The Idea of Landscape and the Sense of 
Place 1730-1840. Barrell has much to say on the “prospect” in the 
eighteenth-century literature on which Clare draws; the central  
issue, for the poem at hand, is that the “prospect poem” relies on 
the poet placing himself imaginatively in the position of the land-
lord whose hilltop house commands a “prospect” of the village and 
landscape below.4 Clare’s birds undercut the “prospect poem” tradi-
tion by placing the genre in a larger ecological and economic con-
text, in which the bare life of both the animal world and the peasant 
poet come into sharp relief: the birds’ prospects of finding food rely on 
their ability to view the landscape in prospect, and in this sense their 
survival rests on their ability to successfully take on the imaginative 
and visual position of the wealthy and powerful. In this poem, Clare’s 
birds are “like to” the peasant poet not only in the contingency of their 

4 Barrell devotes his entire first chapter, “The Idea of Landscape in the  
Eighteenth Century” (1-63), to the prospect as it appears in both landscape 
painting and eighteenth-century poetry.
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access to home, food, and an audience for their singing, but also in the 
strategy of emulation by which they attempt to improve their lot.

However, the birds are strikingly unlike Clare’s speaker in their 
communal identity. While the poet in “Helpstone” is isolated from 
his local community by his literary aspirations—he laments, for  
example, the absence of “friendships cheering smiles” from his  
fellow villagers (13)—the birds appear to move, think, and feel as a 
group. They “wipe each glossy bill” and warm “each little bosom” (33, 
italics mine), acting in an eerie synchronicity as the flock self- 
generates “chirping plaudits.” I want to draw attention to two  
elements of this extended metaphor: first, the way this image dra-
matises the speaker’s tensions as a series of restless, seeking motions 
performed by the flock, and, second, the strange slippage between 
the singular poet and the (multiple birds of the) flock, especially as 
the birds produce their own warming if illusory “plaudits.”

The birds’ motions—flights from a point of origin in several 
directions, but which return, ultimately, to “the place from whence 
they went”—are circular in nature, providing an early model for the 
questions of animal and human circulation which Clare will con-
tinue to take up over his career. The central problem of Helpston’s 
enclosure, in Clare’s later poems, is a problem of blocked  
circulation: for example, in his posthumously-published anti- 
enclosure poem “The Mores,” Clare writes of the effects of enclosure 
on the town’s former footpaths:

These paths are stopt—the rude philistines thrall
Is laid upon them and destroyed them all
Each little tyrant with his little sign
Shows where man claims earth glows no more divine
On paths to freedom and to childhood dear
A board sticks up to notice ‘no road here’
And on the tree with ivy overhung
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The hated sign by vulgar taste is hung
As tho the very birds should learn to know
When they go there they must no further go. (65-74)

Here enclosure appears as a linguistic condition: human circulation 
through the countryside is “stopt” by the presence of “the hated 
sign,” whose message (“no road here”) clearly contradicts the avail-
able evidence of the still-visible “paths to freedom and to childhood 
dear.” That Clare’s birds reappear at exactly this point seems hardly 
accidental; if the birds in “Helpstone” represented Clare’s uncer-
tainty about his ability to find an audience (and therefore, to make 
a living from his writing), these birds represent the utter failure of 
a text to connect with an audience: how can a written sign delimit 
the flight of the birds? 

The signs in “The Mores” do not just block human circula-
tion through the countryside—they are also, themselves, texts that  
perversely refuse both legibility (to the birds whose paths Clare 
mockingly suggests they block) and circulation. Each sign both 
warns passersby against using a former path and remains, itself, 
fixed to a single spot. Unlike a literary text—which gains both  
value and interpretive possibility through the acts of publishing and 
circulation—these signs, each spatially fixed in a specific place, can 
carry only one meaning. Each “little sign” asserts enclosure as the 
single interpretive paradigm through which the landscape may be 
read by a passerby. 

Contrast this spatial and interpretive fixity with the mobility of 
the restless birds in “Helpstone.” The birds—like the peasant poet 
himself—are “bent on higher view” (28) and communicate their  
“visions as they rise.” These lines, which read both as literal (as 
they apply to the birds) and figurative (as they apply to the poet),  
signify mobility as a defining quality of both parties—a mobility that  
depends, in both cases, on the successful transmission of their  
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visions. As flocking birds’ survival depends on their ability to  
share information on food and predators with others of their  
flock (Sridhar et al. 337), a poet’s literary “survival” similarly  
depends on his  ability to speak to an audience in a way that 
they both recognise and understand. In “Helpstone,” Clare’s use 
of eighteenth-century tropes—his apostrophe (“Hail humble 
Helpstone where thy valies spread” (1)) and use of personified  
abstractions (“Accursed wealth o’er bounding human laws” (127))—
registers as an attempt to meet his literate audience with language 
they will identify as “poetic.” 

Indeed, Clare’s presentation of his own literary loneliness within 
his “Unletterd spot unheard in poets song” (5) suggests, in light 
of the birds’ intra-flock communication, that for the poet, the  
appropriate “flock” is the reading public. Clare’s flock of birds awards 
individual members’ performances with “chirping plaudits”—
they perform for and applaud one another, and, as their flocking  
behaviour blurs the boundary between individual bird and flock, 
it also highlights the boundaries between the flock and their  
human observer. This is a vision of literary production as a form of 
collective behaviour that sharply distinguishes between insiders—
producers of work that receives “plaudits”—and spectators. At the 
same time that this poem appears to assert Clare’s affinities to other 
readers and writers, it also registers the anxiety of the “peasant” poet 
at his own prospects, which depend not only on his recognising his 
membership in the “flock” of contemporary men of letters, but also 
their recognising him as one of their own. After all, no amount of 
intelligence about the behaviour and psychology of birds will turn 
Clare’s speaker himself into a bird.

The flock of birds also recognises one more literary anxiety: 
what if, even if recognised by the group as a member, Clare’s speaker 
finds that, like one of the birds, he has nothing of substance to 
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bring? Clare describes the birds’ songs as a kind of collective fantasy, 
ultimately unable to produce the sustenance they seek:

Heedless of naked shade and f[r]ozen plain
With fruitless hopes each little bosom warms
Springs budding promise—summers plentious charms
A universal hope the whole pervades
And chirping plaudits fill the chilling shades. (32-36)

The birds’ “plaudits” reward “fruitless hopes” and memories of 
warmer seasons—and these false hopes ultimately become “univer-
sal” within the group. But this enthusiastic reception does not make 
the hopes true—it simply adds to the pathos of their necessary  
resignation. Clare suggests that the birds’ final fate is one of  
resignation to hunger and cold, unassuaged by their hopeful songs: 
the birds finish “glad to seek the place from whence they went / And 
[to] put up with distress and be content” (45-46). This, indeed, is the 
fate that Clare’s poet-narrator himself fears to confront, within a 
post-enclosure landscape that offers ever-diminishing prospects—
in either sense of the word—for the poor.
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I n September of 2015, the St. Louis County Police Depart-
ment reported that it will no longer allow the use of K9 units 
for crowd control. This change in policy came after a federal 
review condemned their use in Ferguson, Missouri, when 

predominately Black protesters came out in numbers in reaction 
to the death of Michael Brown (Bekiempis). The Ferguson protests 
are only the most recent of events in which dogs have been used  
to control the Black population of the United States. Since the  
arrival of the first African people upon the soil of the Western 
Hemisphere, skin colour has been an identifier of how someone 
fits within society. Often, to maintain their position in society, 
the white majority used dogs to keep the Black population in a  
position of obedience. From slave dogs specifically imported for 
their viciousness and hunting abilities, to police K9 units who are 
trained to bite and hold on to perceived criminals until ordered to 
release, violence and intimidation as a result of using these animals 
has almost always been directed toward Black Americans. 

the colourBlind policing the 
colour line: canines and the 
oPPression of african americans

Clelly Johnson
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The relationship between the Black body and dogs in the United 
States has been a complicated one due to the nature of racism 
and oppression. In her work Primate Visions: Gender, Race, and  
Nature in the World of Modern Science, Donna Haraway discusses how  
Euro-Americans view the Black body in the same way as they have 
viewed animals. Haraway writes, “European culture for centuries 
questioned the humanity of peoples of colour and assimilated them 
to the monkeys and apes in jokes, medicine, religious art, sexual  
beliefs and zoology” (154). She further states that the dark body is 
“the subject of control and the object of appropriation” (153). Slaves 
have often been described using terms such as chattel or cattle. 
When dogs are brought into the conversation surrounding slavery, 
this comparison of slave to chattel becomes even more à propos. 
Presumed to be colourblind, dogs are manipulated to respond to 
cues to attack, and unfortunately, those cues are often directed  
toward Black individuals.

The use of canines as a form of violence and oppression specifi-
cally against non-Europeans has existed in the Western Hemisphere 
since the first moments of discovery. The Cuban Bloodhound is the 
breed most associated with this oppression. The 1945 edition of The 
Observer’s Book of Dogs defines the breed as a “large and ferocious 
Dogue de Bordeaux/Bloodhound cross, bred for hunting fugitive 
slaves in Cuba and Florida” (Delise 22). Yet, before the breed was 
brought to the southern United States, it earned a long legacy of 
chaos and oppression in the Caribbean. Spanish missionary and 
historian Bartolome de Las Casas (1474-1566) gives a detailed  
account of the savagery caused by trained Cuban bloodhounds: “The 
evil men had even taught their hounds, fierce dogs, to tear natives 
to pieces at first sight” (23). The breed was later used on the island 
of Jamaica by the British to quell the Maroons in 1736 (Westfall). 
As time progressed, the training of the bloodhounds evolved from 
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tracking and attacking all non-Europeans to the primary focus of 
being a tool against Black individuals.

The 2012 film Django Unchained by Quentin Tarantino takes 
place in the antebellum United States, and displays many of the 
horrors associated with slavery. While the film was panned by some 
critics for its lack of historic authenticity, the punishments inflicted 
upon the Black individuals in the film are factual. One scene begins 
with a runaway slave seeking refuge in a tree, with dogs surrounding 
its base and barking ferociously at him. The audience learns that 
the slave is named D’Artagnan, and that he has been a fugitive for 
a day and a half. The slave’s owner orders one of the dog handlers to  
control the hounds, whose barking has become overwhelming. As 
the dogs are led away, their handler states, “Take these goddamn 
dogs away from this nigger, he’s just makin’ em hungry.” This pro-
vides a backstory that suggests the dogs have tasted the blood of 
slaves, and have come to associate the Black body as a food source. 
The scene comes to a horrific close with the dogs released upon 
D’Artagnan, killing him by tearing him to pieces.

The vicious reputation of the breed is what brought it to the 
shores of the United States. In September of 1846, in a speech  
delivered in Taunton, England, abolitionist Frederick Douglass  
detailed how slave dogs were trained which was similar to the scene 
in Django Unchained: 

A master causes a slave to tie up the dog and beat it unmercifully. He 
then sends the slave away and bids him climb a tree; after which he 
unties the dog, puts him upon the track of the man and encourages 
him to pursue it until he discovers the slave. Sometimes, in hunting 
negroes, if the owners are not present to call off the dogs, the slaves are 
torn in pieces — (sensation); this has often occurred.” (371)  

There is no way to actually know for certain if slave dogs were used 
on a regular basis to retrieve and/or oppress slaves, but there is lit-
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tle doubt that there was violence against slaves caused by dogs. In 
the 1930s, the United States Work Projects Administration set out 
to interview surviving individuals who were once enslaved before 
the Civil War.  Interviewers set out across the American South to 
document the experiences of those who had been enslaved. In Slave  
Narratives: Interviews with Former Slaves: Alabama Narratives,  
interviewees give examples of the times when dogs were used as a 
form of oppression against them. Former slave Ank Bishop recalled: 
“One time one de niggers runned away, old Caesar Townsy, an’ dey 
sarnt for Dick Peters to come an’ bring his ‘nigger dogs.’ Dem dogs 
was trained to ketch a nigger same as rabbit dogs is trained to ketch 
a rabbit” (WPA, Slave Narratives, 33).

Another former Alabama slave, Charity Grigsby, stated,  
“Honey dem nigger dogs; dey sho’ did run. Sometimes dey kotched 
a nigger, but dey never run me. I was in da house weavin’ an spin-
nin’ lak mistus showed me; an’ I did’t never get in trouble with  
nobody” (154). Grigsby recalled a story of how a female slave had 
refused the request of an overseer. The overseer, while using a gun to 
intimidate the enslaved woman, inadvertently shot himself. Grigsby 
described the chaos that followed that moment, which included the 
use of dogs: “Well sir, it went off an’ he killed hisse’f stid of dat 
sucklin’ women; an’ dat was a awful time, ‘ca’se de niggers got skee-
red an’ run, an’ dey sot Mr. Lavendar’s pack of nigger dogs on ‘em. 
De dogs kotched some an’ chewed ‘em nigh ‘bout to death” (155). 
The frequency of these attacks is a moot point, for former slaves  
themselves have given testimony that the attacks were a reality.

A major factor of racism in the United States is the separation 
of Black individuals from those who are politically, legally, or cul-
turally considered to be American, or white.  In Ghosts of Jim Crow: 
Ending Racism in Post-racial America, F. Michael Higginbotham 
states, “The concept of racial separation—physically dividing Blacks 
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from whites—has played a significant role in the [racist] paradigm 
since its beginning” (37).  This separation was true in every aspect of 
life for slaves, including interaction with dogs. The Alabama Slave 
Code of 1833 made it illegal for any enslaved individual to own or 
possess a dog. The code states:

All slaves are here by prohibited from keeping dogs, under any pre-
tense or consideration whatsoever; and the slave or slaves so offending, 
upon complaint thereof before any justice of the peace, shall be pun-
ished with not exceeding twenty-five stripes for every such offence.

This documentation displays several intriguing ideas worth explor-
ing. The Slave Code ordinance keeps slaves and dogs in two separate 
spheres. It can be gathered that those who wrote the ordinance knew 
that canines could be used as dangerous weapons, as they had used 
them against slaves. This law was established by whites to keep slaves 
from using their own methods of violence against them. Another  
possible aspect of the law was to keep the dogs from familiarising 
with the slaves and not seeing them as prey, and to keep the slaves 
from becoming comfortable around the dogs and learning to not 
fear them. As the narratives of Ank Bishop and Charity Grigsby  
display, when the only interactions you have with an animal are ones 
of violence, a natural aversion develops.  Furthermore, this law also 
denied Black people the right to build a connection with the natural 
world. One of the most defining traits of humanity is the ability  
to care for another species. By prohibiting Black people from  
having this ability, the white majority of that time was also  
prohibiting Black individuals from being given the distinction of 
human beings.

Within the Black community, the police were so well known for 
their brutality and their dogs for their viciousness that their imprint 
was felt in popular culture in the form of music. An early example 
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of this was the song “Police Dog Blues,” which the Black performer 
Blind Blake wrote and performed. In the song, Blind Blake pines 
for an unrequited love, which a police dog keeps him from.  There 
is also a very specific reason why Blind Blake chooses to make the 
dog in question a police dog. It could easily have been a watch-
dog, or any other dog for that matter. Asserting that it is a police 
dog establishes police dogs’ reputation for viciousness and the Black 
community’s fear of them. Blind Blake confirms this when he sings, 
“She got a police dog cravin’ for a fight,” which implies the dog’s 
near bloodlust, especially that for Black individuals (such as Blind 
Blake). Blind Blake further establishes the savagery of the police 
dog when he sings, “His name is Rambler, when he gets a chance, 
/ He leaves his mark on everybody’s pants.” It is important to note 
that the police dog’s name is Rambler. Rambling is often associated 
with freedom to move however one likes. This implies that the  
police dog is free in its movements, unlike Black people living in 
the Jim Crow South. The dog, like white society, is policing Blind 
Blake’s movements and sexuality.

To truly understand the fear that Black Americans might feel 
toward police dogs, one should understand how police dogs operate 
and the damage that is inflicted upon their victims. Up until the 
1990s dogs in most police departments were trained to react to  
suspects by a method referred to as the bite-and-hold technique. 
In this technique the canine is trained to find, bite, and hold the  
suspect until the handler orders a release (Hickey, Hoffman 148). 
With this technique, suspects struggle to release themselves from 
the dog’s bite, the dog will renew the bite, causing more injury 
(Meade 399). It is important to understand the pain and the fear 
that the suspects go through in this situation. If one is trapped and 
in extreme pain with adrenaline pumping through their veins, they 
will do whatever is necessary to be out of that situation. Due to 
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litigation and liability issues, some departments shifted from this 
technique to the bark-and-hold method. In this technique, the  
canine is trained to bark to alert the handler to the suspects where-
abouts and to bite only if the suspect acts aggressively or attempts 
to run, or if ordered to bite by its handler (Hickey, Hoffman 148). 
While an improvement over the bite and hold technique, there  
is still the strong possibility of injury to suspects in the bark and 
hold technique.

Though fatalities due to police dog attacks are rare, the injuries 
inflicted by them can be severe. There are several factors for the  
severity of police dog bites, including the dog’s size. Across the  
United Sates most K9s are part of a large breed. The most pop-
ular breeds are the Belgian Malinois, the Doberman Pinscher,  
German Shepherds, and occasionally Rottweilers, each weighing  
70-90 pounds, possibly more (Meade 399). These large dogs can 
exert extreme bites upon their victims. Some police dogs are trained 
to exert bite forces up to 1,500 psi (pound-force per square inch). 
There are cases where trained Rottweilers can produce bite forc-
es up to 2,000 psi. The training to produce such bites is extensive  
considering an untrained German Shepherd is only able to produce 
bites with a 150-200 psi (Hutson 638). This training should be  
considered excessive force. Producing bites ten times over their  
natural psi shows an intent to cause bodily harm to suspects.

Studies have shown most police dog victims are men between 
the ages of 13 and 29 years old. The victims are also predominantly 
from marginalised groups, mainly Black and Hispanic, compared to  
domestic dog bite victims who run a wider age distribution with 
more children, elderly and women (Meade 398). Another study 
showed that while “black suspects were not singled out by police 
for more severe treatment,” canines were more frequently deployed 
in marginalised neighborhoods “than in comparatively higher-
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crime white neighborhoods” (Hickey, Hoffman 148). Even though 
the bite and hold has been used less since the 1990s, it is still a  
practice currently in use in many police forces around the  
nation.  From the Cuban Bloodhounds first brought to the shores 
of the United States to pursue runaway slaves to the police dogs 
that have been used to intimidate African American protesters, 
little has changed. Yet, it should be pointed out that dogs are also  
being victimised through the past centuries of oppression. They 
have become villified in many African American communities and 
trained to fight their nature. To many African American communi-
ties throughout the United States, man’s best friend is a white man’s 
weapon.
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S elkies, mermaids, and púca: these are just a handful of 
the animal-human hybrids found in traditional Celtic 
mythology. These typically-female creatures and god-
desses, alongside other Celtic myths, have been gaining 

more academic attention in the sphere of children’s literature over 
the past decade, as authors strive to educate Ireland’s postcolonial 
youth about their country’s Celtic past (Sjoestedt 33). Indeed, as 
early as the nineteenth century, children’s authors began sharing  
ancient Irish stories with children (Dublin City Public Libraries 36). 
As postcolonial currents continue to brew, authors are increasingly  
using Celtic myths to educate and encourage children to build a 
postcolonial sense of identity by returning to a precolonial past (Ní 
Bhroin 7). As Ní Bhroin argues, “in a time of social change, myth is a  
force for cultural stabilization, forming a bridge between the past 
and the present and contributing to a sense of identity that is  
simultaneously personal and social” (17). 

children oF the sea:
celtic animal-human hybrid  
mythology in contemPorary 
children’s animation

Melanie Proulx
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Yet, despite this surge in both creative and academic writing, 
little research has been conducted on the role Celtic-style  
animal-human hybrids have had in children’s animation. What do 
these mythological representations imply in terms of postcolonial  
cultural shifts? What do Celtic female animal-human hybrid myths 
teach children about feminist values? My research will attempt to 
answer these questions by examining Tomm Moore’s Song of the 
Sea (2014) through the lenses of history, film studies, and feminist  
studies. The essay will begin by exploring how the protagonists 
of Song of the Sea learn to develop a sense of postcolonial identity 
and emotional intelligence from animal-human hybrids. The work 
will also analyse what postcolonial, feminist lessons children learn 
through the presented Celtic animal–hybrid myths and thus, the 
benefits of learning about mythology. 

Song of the Sea follows the pilgrimages of two siblings, Saoirse 
and Ben. Throughout the story, they struggle to help Saoirse (a selkie) 
find her coat to enable her to sing in order for all fairy kind to 
travel back to their own realm. To fully understand the movie, one 
must know a little bit about Celtic mythology concerning selkies 
and fairies. Selkies are “seals in the daytime but can turn into men 
and women at night” by removing their sealskins (Beveridge 79-
80). In most stories involving selkies, a fisherman falls in love with 
a selkie woman and takes away her sealskin so that she must remain 
with him and become his wife (Beveridge 84). However, the selkie  
almost always finds a way to return to the sea (Beveridge 85). In 
Song of the Sea, it is unclear why Bronagh the selkie came to love 
Connor, but she inevitably returns to the ocean to save their young-
est child, Saoirse, leaving the father alone to raise Saoirse and Ben. 

Fairies in Celtic stories are quite different from how fairies are 
frequently portrayed today. The miniscule, winged, fragile creatures 
called fairies today arise from “an entirely modern idea that was 
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first popularized by the Victorians” (Beveridge 39). In Celtic  
folklore, they come in various “sizes, dispositions and kinds” (Briggs 
12). Most fairies are frightening supernatural creatures who live  
underground, “on islands or in mounds in a realm separate from the 
world of humans—the Celtic otherworld” (Beveridge 41). In Song 
of the Sea, most of the fairies appear to be good, but are being hunted 
by Macha the evil owl witch, and are trapped in the human world 
until Saoirse bridges the two worlds.

Saoirse is a selkie like her mother, a water fairy “belonging to 
a very early stratum of storytelling” (Beveridge 89). However, she 
grows up as a human unaware of fairy kind and Celtic mythology 
because her father hid her coat and never told her the truth. As 
a result, she has an incomplete identity demonstrated by her  
muteness without her coat. Without this item, symbolic of her 
Celtic heritage, she cannot speak and is incomplete. Her pilgrimage 
is therefore not only to save all of fairy kind but also to find her 
own identity. The moment when she finally finds her coat (and thus 
her voice) is symbolic of how she is whole at last, having found 
the fairy part of herself (or her precolonial Celtic heritage). She is  
therefore representative of the postcolonial child who learns about 
both her country’s precolonial and postcolonial history and how to 
balance them into one identity.  

However, the destination of Saoirse’s pilgrimage is arguably 
not as important as the journey itself which enables her to connect 
to her Celtic heritage through Ireland’s liminal landscape. Unlike 
her brother, Saoirse decides to travel away from the city and the 
colonial lines of occupation that symbolise Ireland’s colonial past 
(Ingold 81). She is at home walking in Ireland’s metaphorical pre-
colonial past, surrounded by nature and animals which were seen 
as “part of that other, non-human world” (Green, Animals 197). 
In leading the way through Ireland’s rural and often liminal  
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landscape, Saoirse demonstrates her rising comfort and knowledge 
with her connection to the Otherworld.

As Bradford and Baccolini argue, “motifs, and tropes of space, 
place, and travel in children’s texts thus offer critical insights into 
the global and local influences which shape the identities of child 
protagonists” (41). One of the most prominent motifs in Song of the 
Sea is the liminal locations. Their presence highlights how Saoirse 
learns to balance her identity as belonging to both the human 
world and Celtic Otherworld (or Ireland’s colonial and precolonial  
past).1  When she and her brother reach a gate with a road on one side 
and grassy meadows on the other, Ben unsuccessfully tries to climb 
it and remains stuck on the side with the road (representative of 
the human world and colonial history), while Saoirse simply pushes 
it open as she can cross through both the human world and the  
Otherworld, thus showing her building sense of identity with  
Ireland’s precolonial past. The siblings also find themselves at a holy 
well full of Christian relics but with a tree that has multiple pieces 
of cloth tied to its branches, highlighting how the well was sacred 
during both Ireland’s precolonial and colonial times.2  

In short, for Saoirse, the animal-human hybrid  Celtic myths  
represent a part of her identity that she is not initially familiar with 
but needs to discover in order to be whole. It is no coincidence that the 
youngest child is the one connected to the Otherworld and Ireland’s  
precolonial past. As O’Sullivan argues, “the ‘presence’ of nature in 
the child’s own power of feelings contrasts with the absence in those 

1  The numerous liminal locations found in the film include a fairy mound, a 
gate, a holy well, a tree, and an island (Green, Celtic Goddesses 160; Webster 451; 
Webster 458). 
2  Tying pieces of cloth to a tree near a holy well is an old Celtic practice meant 
to provide health or luck (Rorie 87).
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adults who have fallen out of communication with it” (104). As a 
member of the youngest generation discovering her Celtic roots 
and saving fairy kind through her connection to nature, Saoirse  
represents the hope many Irish people feel that their younger gen-
erations will build a strong sense of identity with Ireland’s Celtic 
roots, thus in a way, saving fairy kind through folklore.   

Like his sister, Ben is initially plagued by an unawareness of his 
Celtic roots.3 Whereas Saoirse’s pilgrimage leads her to a better sense 
of identity, Ben’s leads him to animal-human hybrid creatures who 
teach him emotional intelligence. Ben starts off as an angry child  
incapable of understanding or managing his emotions, in part due to 
his upbringing. Connor is so consumed with mourning that Ben is 
often ignored, resulting in strong feelings of resentment towards his 
sister, whom he blames for his mother’s disappearance. Ben’s grand-
mother is not much better, stating, “there will be no tears in my 
car or in my house” (Song of the Sea). By being forced to ignore his 
emotions, Ben is reduced to a colonial child; he accepts the colonial, 
patriarchal belief that emotions are feminine and therefore weak 
(Watson 23). However, the creatures Ben meets along his journey 
enable him to develop, like his sister, into a postcolonial child.

The first mythical animal hybrid creature Ben meets who helps 
him is his mother, whom he sees in the form of a flashback thanks 
to fairy magic. The flashback shows Ben the truth about Bronagh’s 
disappearance. As he realises Saoirse is not blame for the loss of 
his mother, he becomes aware of the fact that he let her down as a 
brother, saying, “I shouldn’t have been so mean to you, it was not your 
fault. I should have been a better brother to you, I’m sorry” (Song 
of the Sea). After his epiphany, Ben processes his feelings of loss and 

3  Though he is aware of the Celtic myths, he believes them to be stories his 
mother made up.
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remorse by allowing himself to cry. In doing so, he demonstrates a 
growth in emotional intelligence and a rejection of colonial society’s  
toxic masculinity.

The second animal-hybrid myth creature who aids Ben in his 
development is Macha the owl witch.4 Macha uses her powers to 
take away fairies’ emotions and turns them to stone to protect them 
from negative emotions. She even takes away her own negative  
feelings as she has suffered a great loss. However, after she is forced 
to face her own emotions, she realises the pain she caused herself 
and others by taking their emotions away. Ben thus learns from  
Macha’s experience that ignoring your emotions is not healthy, and 
that you hurt yourself as well as others in the process—just as he 
had with Saoirse by being consistently mean and angry with her. 
Ben’s emotional intelligence thus grows as he learns empathy.   

By learning through the Celtic myths, Ben develops into a  
postcolonial child. He gains an awareness of part of his country’s 
precolonial past, which also teaches him feminist values in order for 
him to become an emotionally healthy child. His transformation is 
most evident at the end of the film when he goes swimming with his 
sister, having extinguished his phobia of water, which represented 
his emotional instability. Indeed, numerous Irish writers including 
William Sharp and James Joyce use the ocean as a metaphor for 
Celtic “melancholia and emotional turbulence” (Williams 378).

Saoirse embodies postcolonial values by only being complete as 
a person once she learns about her country’s rich precolonial history 
through myths. One of the postcolonial values Saoirse represents 
is feminism. Western culture and colonial rhetoric equates women 
with animals because of their despised bodies (O’Connor 93-94).  

4  Macha in Song of the Sea is likely based off one of Machas in Celtic folklore, 
who is often described as a goddess of war (“Macha”).
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However, though Saoirse is, in a way, part seal, the Celtic myths 
function differently; they show women as powerful leaders, even 
“arming and training war heroes” (Green, Celtic Goddesses 31).  
Saoirse is similarly the only one who can save all of fairy kind—the 
fate of an entire race depends on a girl. Ben also learns about  
feminism, more specifically overcoming toxic masculinity, through 
Ireland’s animal-human hybrid myths. The myths teach him to  
accept his feelings and to become emotionally intelligent by  
witnessing other people’s pain. He goes from an angry, isolated 
child, to a happy, well-balanced young boy. Like with Saoirse, the  
myths help Ben grow as an individual by connecting him to  
postcolonial values.
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I n Sylvia Legris’s latest poetry collection The Hideous  
Hidden, each poem is a theatre of anatomy. The poems as 
theatres are drawn from historical texts, but we are also 
imagined to be standing in them, and we stand at the ready. 

A commanding mode of address puts the scalpel in the reader’s 
hand. Or, at most distant, we are huddled over Legris’s shoul-
der, assisting her—anatomist-poet—at “the island of prosections” 
(HH  29-32), a prosection being a dissection led by a pro. Our 
hands are not clean. Human and animal bodies are open. They are 
dissected in textual experiments that enact new modes of scien-
tific and poetic inquiry. Incising and writing are conflated in “The  
calligraphic race against putrefaction” (“The Lungs and Other Vis-
cera, c. 1508,” HH 40).

In good health, a body is too easily considered to be one—one 
body, my body, your body—in a pattern of imagining that effaces 

“QuestionaBly Fleshed”:
comParative anatomy in the 
Poetry of sylvia legris

Jesse Ruddock

1

1  Title quote taken from Sylvia Legris’ poem “Fleshes” (HH 7)
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what Legris better describes as “A complicated riddle of meat” 
(“Fleshes,” HH 7). John Law’s actor-network theory calls this  
hole-in-oneing of the body “punctualization” (384), which means 
not only that the subject is grossly oversimplified, but that the over-
simplification comes at a cost that is never accounted for since “the 
way in which the effect is generated is also effaced” (385). That is not 
to say the cost is not experienced. It is.

Law’s remarks on the body reveal a false binary at work  
every day:

For the healthy person, most of the workings of the body are  
concealed, even from them. By contrast, for someone who is ill and 
even more so for the physician, the body is converted into a complex 
network of processes, and a set of human, technical, and pharmaceutical 
interventions. (384) 

In her radical essay On Being Ill, Virginia Woolf argues that literature 
historically has emphasised this binary, and it has taken sides with 
the healthy, whom she playfully and bitterly calls “soldiers in the 
army of the upright” (12). Not only is this side-taking unjust, in 
Woolf ’s view, but foolish. In failing to see the body as the “com-
plicated riddle of meat” it is—as the open, ever-changing network  
it is—we fail to see clearly. Woolf elaborates:

Literature does its best to maintain that its concern is with the mind; 
that the body is a sheet of plain glass through which the soul looks 
straight and clear, and, save for one or two passions such as desire and 
greed, is null, and negligible and non-existent. On the contrary, the 
very opposite is true. All day, all night the body intervenes; blunts or 
sharpens, colours or discolours, turns to wax in the warmth of June, 
hardens to tallow in the murk of February. The creature within can 
only gaze through the pane—smudged or rosy; it cannot separate off 
from the body. (4-5)
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The Hideous Hidden is confronting. It takes up Woolf ’s call to  
perspective and dispels romantic lies in the brain that we have  
about what a body might be. In a quotidian way, it also confronts 
the fact that most of us do not know the names for the parts of our 
bodies, the words for how they work, or their etymologies, even 
though this is the language we and our loved ones are materially 
made of. This is what we have. Why do we not bother to learn the 
words for the bones we see under the skin? Or for how the body 
works at rest, in action, in sex? Illness or injury bring the news.  
Then we learn. But how lonely it is that, outside science and medicine,  
the language of the body is a foreign one, feared and stigmatised  
as gross or otherworldly, and not for us.

In particular, it has been a language that is not for women and 
not for those who do not ascribe to the gender binary. Adriana 
X. Jacobs observes that:

Legris performs a poetic autopsy that untethers the language of 
the body and its ‘hideous hidden’ from the morgue, the medical lab,  
the anatomy book—spaces from which women for centuries were 
long excluded—and creates from the history and language her own 
stranger thing.

Jacobs is right in spirit but wrong in fact; women were not  
necessarily excluded from these spaces, but, if they were included, 
it was most likely as the unclaimed dead—that is, as cadavers for 
study. The history of Western anatomy and its very particular lan-
guage is heteropatriarchal and reads—if anatomy’s work was to 
discover and map the territory of the body—as settler-colonial. It 
is a language both acquisitive and amnesiac. In his Short History 
of Anatomy, Charles Singer sensitively but uncritically tracks how 
the great anatomists, from the Greeks to William Harvey in the  
sixteenth century, all men, claimed the parts of the body they  
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“discovered” as their own. Singer cheekily notes that only Andreas 
Vesalius, author of the momentous Fabrica of 1543, did not make 
the body his own by naming some part of it after himself:

It may be pointed out that Vesalius has not given his name to any part 
of the body. In this he differs from many anatomists. We have the 
canal of Eustachius, the tube of Fallopius, the duct of Botallus, the 
circle of Willis, the lobe of Spigelius, the fissure of Sylvius, the glands 
of Bartholin, the island of Reil, the ganglion of Gasser, the cartilage 
of Arantius, the sinus of Valsalva, the tubercle of Lower, the valves of 
Morgagni, even the torcular of Herophilus and the veins of Galen. As 
for Vesalius, he has left his name on the whole fabric of the human 
body. (115)

Maybe this is why some of us avoid the language of anatomy. 
The names of men are stamped all over the map we would follow,  
marking so-called discoveries made mostly using the living and thus 
tortured or the dead bodies of animals and, when prohibitions on  
human dissection were lightened or lifted, the bodies of executed 
criminals or the unclaimed dead (Clayton and Philo, Mechanics 
18-20). I emphasise “so-called” discoveries because the practice of 
certain men taking credit for centuries-long, international, collab-
orative processes is absurd. All of the names our bodies bear elide 
other names; they mark time and space apart from and above those 
who gave their bodies to this science, willingly or not. Reading this 
history as a colonising of the language of the body, and thus of the 
body itself, provides a frame for some of the best work Legris is 
doing. Her poetry is an intervention that decolonises the body by 
bringing the language of anatomy in all its complicity, complexity, 
and music to the surface for interrogation and creation.2 

2  I want to acknowledge that this thinking was indirectly but strongly inspired 
by Leanne Betasamosake Simpson’s collection of essays, As We Have Always Done: 
Indigenous Freedom through Radical Resistance (University of Minnesota Press, 2017).
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To illustrate this best work, I will close-read “Studies of an 
Ox’s Heart, c. 1511-13” from The Hideous Hidden (46).  The poem is  
ekphrastic, which begins with the note, “After da Vinci’s Anatomi-
cal Manuscripts” (35). I have chosen this poem for its subject so 
fraught with metaphor and misunderstanding: the heart, dear to 
both poets and anatomists, and perfect for an anatomist-poet. 

“Studies of an Ox’s Heart” can be read alongside da Vinci’s 
manuscripts or not. Legris’s practice of ekphrasis offers a revision 
of da Vinci’s many studies of the heart, which he completed while  
experimenting with ox hearts intensively from 1511-13 while living 
at the Villa Melzi. This villa was the home of Francesco Melzi, 
a pupil of da Vinci’s and later heir to his manuscripts, which,  
despite their avant-garde science and their beauty, would remain  
unappreciated for nearly four centuries. These documents lend 
themselves to ekphrasis, having a long history of being buried  
and unearthed and variously treated. Between 1519, when da Vinci 
died, and 1898, when the manuscripts were seized upon as wonder-
works, they were—as curiosities—repeatedly edited, lost and found, 
and again lost (Clayton and Philo, Mechanics 8-9, 24; Anatomist 
220). Another virtue of the manuscripts for ekphrasis is the nature 
of their text, which is a mix of observation and instruction. These 
are maps of the body written to be followed and, one assumes, to  
be departed from.

Working with ox hearts, da Vinci was practicing comparative 
anatomy at a time when the terms “comparative” and “anatomy” 
could not be separated. His study of dogs, birds, oxen, bears, 
and monkeys followed in the tradition of “early anatomical  
observations based on a blend of received wisdom, animal dissection, 
and mere speculation” (Clayton and Philo, Mechanics 10). Since 
Darwin and his contemporaries, comparative anatomy has 
been a discipline primarily involving the comparison of ho-
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mologous body structures across species for the sake of proving 
and understanding evolution (Darwin; “Comparative Anatomy”). 
But da Vinci was not trying to prove a divergent, hierarchal evolu-
tionary model; he was using the ox’s heart to map the human heart, 
drawing on their similarities, even grafting in error aspects of the ox 
heart onto our own (Clayton and Philo, Anatomist 218-49; Zöllner 
452-55, 461). 

Legris’s ekphrasis is not a response but a rewrite, in which she 
makes her own discovery in the field of anatomy: the riches of its po-
etics, and in particular the riches of its music. In 2014, I interviewed 
Legris for the blog Now That It’s Now about her chapbook Pneu-
matic Antiphonal, which preceded The Hideous Hidden. During this 
interview, I asked the following question:

JR: You’ve made a very cool discovery, that songbirds have “An  
onomatopoeic anatomy.”  You spell it out for us in the first stanza of 
“Lore: 2 (decoy)”: “Historiated hiss alarms and Zeet! whistles. The 
first note inter- / woven with reed and rectrices. Intervertevibrato. 
Interstitial / pishing. An onomatopoeic anatomy.” Can you tell the 
story of this discovery?

SL:  You’re right, it is cool. Asking where it came from is like asking 
which came first, the chicken or the egg? It’s all an enigma to me. 
It’s a riddle wrapped in an egg.

In The Hideous Hidden, the onomatopoeic anatomy of the human 
body is being played as if the body were a synthesiser. The poem, 
then, is sheet music. Legris discovered this music through birds,   
but it is the same music across species, bird to human, human  
to ox, and so on. Etymologies, archaicisms, translations, and  
poetic inventions reflect that music’s multivalence. In “Studies  
of an Ox’s Heart,” the music is turned up, and one could just  
read the poem—play the sheet music—and listen to it. In a CBC 
News article, Legris gives us permission to do just that: “The  
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best way to experience any poetry,” she says, “is to just go into it  
and don’t think that you have to understand what it’s about or  
what it means or that you have to understand what individual  
words are.” The music is all, and not, since Legris’s revision is more 
than mellifluous. 

So the setting is a theatre of anatomy. Everything is ready, 
the scalpel is in hand, the heart is still living. Part 1, the first verse  
paragraph of “Studies of an Ox’s Heart,” opens with “The long  
incision. The incipient voyage,” and a colonial trope sets sail. But 
instead of imagining the heart as a virgin territory waiting to  
be discovered and to divulge its secrets, Legris quickly subverts  
this and finds a different, opposite metaphor: the heart as city.  
This city sounds more like New York than any place else: “A city  
of animal electricity.” 

Four commands or instructions are given in Part 1, opening 
four consecutive sentences: “Calm,” “Still,” “Cool,” “Let.” These are 
commands to inaction in slight variation, but a strong modulation 
happens at the close of the sentences. Measure by measure, the ox’s 
heart becomes our own. First, there is “the cowed heart,” a pun on 
the ox heart under hand; then there is “the browbeating heart,” 
which is not just the ox’s animal heart but a heart that troubles the 
mind: ours; and, finally, there is “the controversial hearthstone,” the 
heart as a subject of human debate, as it was for da Vinci, who was 
still caught in the controversy that stemmed from Aristotle, which 
posited the heart, not the brain, as the seat of intelligence (Aristotle; 
Gross). In wisdom literature in the Bible, the heart tends to do the 
thinking, if not the liver (Singer 35-36)—ideas that were based on 
and substantiated by anatomical misunderstanding. Da Vinci was 
also caught in debates about the heart’s structure and function that 
would still be fresh four hundred years later when his papers were 
recognised for what they were.  
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Part 2, the second verse paragraph, contains commands to  
action: “Pour,” “Close,” “Transit,” “Bypass,” “Underscore.” Legris’s 
poetics assume the scalpel’s many moves. The “slippery dark” -loving 
spirit of Baudelaire is invoked in The Hideous Hidden—the  
dedication echoes Baudelaire’s own dedication to The Flowers  
of Evil.3 The poet’s line as scalpel is in sympathy with, if not  
anticipated by, Baudelaire in his preface: 

That the poetic phrase can imitate (and in this, poetry is like the art 
of music and the science of mathematics) a horizontal line, an ascend-
ing or descending vertical line; that it can rise straight up to heaven 
without losing its breath, or fall straight down to hell with the velocity 
of any weight; that it can follow a spiral, describe a parabola, or can 
zigzag, making a series of superimposed angles. (xxvii) 

As Baudelaire suggests they might, Legris’s lines act. They “pour,” 
“close,” “transit,” and “underscore.” Things speed up now as “The 
calligraphic race against putrefaction” begins in earnest. 

The second verse paragraph transcribes a highly compressed 
version of da Vinci’s successful experiment examining “the flow 
of blood through the aortic valve and the eddies in the sinus of  
Valsalva.” Wax was poured into the ox’s heart to make a mould, 
which da Vinci then replicated in glass, creating a tool with which 
he could imitate the vortices in the blood he suspected to be at work; 
“The essential role of the vortices in the sinus of Valsalva in the clos-
ing of the aortic valve was not posited again until 1912, and is now 
well established” (Clayton and Philo, Anatomist 242-44). Legris’s 
second sentence contains the entire experiment in one swirl. Heavy, 
almost hissing, with long “s” sounds, the sentence picks up speed  
after each comma, imitating the artist-anatomist’s motion of  

3  In “Articulation Points (a preface)” (HH 3), Legris describes the body in one 
tight line: “Slopworks. The slippery dark.”
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discovery: “Close the small doors of the heart via a template  
of hardened wax, a temple of vital gasses, water with grass seed  
suspension, glass blown through a cast of calcined gypsum, plaster 
of Santo Spirito.” The music takes over, in a gesture befitting  
“Spiritous dissection.” That is one of Legris’s interventions  
throughout The Hideous Hidden; the spirit is never written off or 
written out. The music of the lines, if not a direct reference to the 
spirit, asks for understanding and feeling that is not literal or scien-
tific but something else.

The third paragraph is short, unnumbered, and in a different 
register. The poem’s commands are over. There is no more action, 
only observation: “(The fixed heart burns slow, spurns fervor).” The 
“fixed heart” is the heart in love, fixed on its object. It is also the heart 
dead, “fixed” as in unbreakable now—it is a joke, but also poetry’s 
privilege to say two things in such different tones in one breath. 
Brackets cannot help but be a metaphor in The Hideous Hidden for 
the body, the closed opened out, the hidden spilled across the table. 

That the heart “spurns fervor” speaks tongue-in-cheek to the 
long, meandering, clumsy history of our understanding of the heart 
and of ourselves, or of anything, for that matter. There is another 
joke here too, that the heart “burns.” It is a cliché we know from 
good and bad poetry and pop music: the heart is hot, set on fire, 
burning up in love. It is a metaphor based on a misconception mis-
construed in variation since antiquity. Da Vinci would take to his 
grave the idea that the heart heated the blood, and “that the lungs 
existed to cool the blood heated by its turbulence” (Clayton and 
Philo, Anatomist 224). 

All this from an ox’s heart, by poetry that celebrates and rebuts 
science, and that can problem-solve for us by revealing the biases 
hidden in a language that is so taken for granted, or so feared, that 
no one knows it, yet we cannot escape it. 
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S ince its inception, the notion of the Anthropocene has 
had a tense relationship with individual humans. While 
the term productively highlights the increasing impact 
of anthropogenic processes in the mediation of plan-

etary life, it also asserts a monolithic conception of anthropos that 
undermines the individual’s capacity for agency. As a result, the  
Anthropocene confronts us with two divergent conceptions of  
humanity: the human as a participant in a local ecosystem, and the 
human as a global agent that actively mediates biological life of 
the planet. With that in mind, this paper will examine Guillaume 
Morissette’s novel, The Original Face, which offers a disorientingly 
contemporary portrayal of the the impact that this bifurcated  
notion of humanity has had on individuals living in the age of  
the Anthropocene.

To get a sense of why the Anthropocene presents a slippery 
problem for contemporary humans, we can look directly at where 
the term comes from. The basic outline is probably familiar: in 

it was always the hottest
year on record: obscuring 
the anthroPocene in guillaume 
morissette’s the original face

David Shaw
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the spring of 2000, Paul Crutzen and Eugene Stoermer publish 
a brief entry in the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme 
Newsletter entitled “The ‘Anthropocene.’” In it, they make a brief 
but compelling case for the recognition of “the central role of  
mankind in geology and ecology by proposing to use the term  
‘anthropocene’ for the current geological epoch” (17), the onset of 
which they somewhat arbitrarily locate at the later half of the 18th 
century, noting that they “choose this date because, during the past 
two centuries, the global effects of human activities have become 
clearly noticeable” (17). What I would like to highlight here is not 
just that the beginning of the Anthropocene is self-consciously  
presented as arbitrary, but what that arbitrariness signifies: Crutzen 
and Stoermer do not leave open the possibility of a more fixed 
date for the onset of the Anthropocene, but rather foreclose on the  
usefulness of such a discussion altogether. They vaguely gesture  
toward the invention of the steam engine while simultaneously  
acknowledging that others may wish to include “the entire holo-
cene” (17). The ambiguity of the Anthropocene’s onset subtly raises 
some interesting concerns about the ontic veracity of the human 
as such. Consider, for example, the underlying assumptions at 
work in the phrase “human activities” (let alone the instructively  
gendered notion of “man-kind”). As Crutzen and Stoermer note, the  
activities under scrutiny are neither exclusively comprised of  
distinctly human elements, nor are they activities undertaken 
by (or even for the benefit of ) all humans. Instead, the anthropos 
of the anthropocene seems to gesture toward a kind of vaguely  
human-shaped point of contact between a broad set of objects and  
phenomena: industrial age technologies, carbon, melting ice caps, 
and increasingly globalised networks of trade and labour power are 
all brought into a kind of lose assemblage in service of a privileged 
subset of individuals captured under the banner of the human. In 
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the most literal sense, then, the term Anthropocene is both too  
narrow and too broad, as it neither fully accounts for the wider  
assemblage of nonhuman elements implicated in the culpable  
“human activities,” nor does it adequately specify exactly which  
humans ought to be held to account. 

It is this double instability that leads Donna Haraway to  
suggest that: 

the Anthropocene relies too much on what should be an ‘unthinkable’ 
theory of relations, namely the old one of bounded utilitarian indi-
vidualism—preexisting units in competition relations that take up all 
the air in the atmosphere […] it saps out capacity for imagining and 
caring for other worlds, both those that exist precariously now […] 
and those we need to bring into being. (49-50) 

For Haraway, an uncritical acceptance of the Anthropocene could 
be seen to reify the ontic givenness of some monolithic entity called 
Humanity as the central agent of global power dynamics, and in so 
doing replicate the atomistic human exceptionalism that led us to 
our present ecological crisis in the first place. Taken uncritically, the 
notion of the Anthropocene simultaneously confronts individual 
humans with the increasingly damaging impact of anthropogenic 
processes in the mediation of planetary life and, conversely, asserts 
an ontically fixed, central, and monolithic conception of humanity 
that forecloses a more sustainable articulation of the relationship  
between humans and the environment. As a result, we are left with 
few concrete options for actually addressing the current ecological 
crisis beyond a dubious lot of market-based solutions, all purporting 
to achieve to the fabled “ethical consumption under capitalism.” 
This is a serious problem, because as Crutzen and Stoermer make 
clear, the notion of the Anthropocene is primarily intended to  
mobilise some kind of political response. As they point out, to  
“develop a world-wide accepted strategy leading to sustainability 
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of ecosystems against human induced stresses will be one of the 
great future tasks of mankind” (18). Without properly unpacking 
the inherent tensions that the notion of the Anthropocene raises, 
we risk simply replicating the ontic problem that it is meant to  
address: anthropos remains unchallenged as the central mediator of 
the biosphere. 

To be clear, while I share some of Haraway’s concerns, I am 
somewhat more optimistic about the term Anthropocene. In fact, I 
would like to posit that the underlying tension between anthropos as 
an ontic category of being and the actual set of beings that the term 
somewhat unevenly gestures towards renders the Anthropocene 
a powerfully unstable bit of terminology indeed. As Tim Morton  
observes:

[t]he Anthropocene is one of the first truly anti-anthropocentric 
concepts because via thinking the Anthropocene, we get to see the 
concept of ‘species’ as it really is [… it’s] the moment at which spe-
cies as such becomes thinkable in a non-metaphysical way, such that 
humankind cannot rigidly exclude nonhumans. (113) 

The human, for Morton, is not the fixed centre of planetary life, 
but rather an emergent and relationally contingent species, a 
participating and constituent element of the world inextricably  
entangled with other species but behaving as though it were not. 
Far from the ontic certainty of anthropos affirming its centrality in 
the mediation of planetary dynamics, Morton’s conception of the  
Anthropocene positions the human as a patchy conglomerate of  
interdependent moving parts: not a streamlined contraption  
diligently cranking out “human activity,” but a kind of burbling 
heap of human and nonhuman stuff. Far from letting us off the 
hook, though, our responsibilities in the Anthropocene are rendered 
more acute, as our fundamental entanglement with our nonhuman  
co-inhabitors makes it clear that any solution to the current  
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ecological crisis cannot be restrictively focused on human futures 
(let alone some narrower subset of the human population) without 
simultaneously addressing sustainable futures for the entire plan-
etary system. Because the human is entangled with nonhuman  
elements right down to the cellular level, sustainability for the  
human ultimately means sustainability for the biosphere as a whole. 

All of this is to say, I think the notion of the Anthropocene is 
useful not in spite of but because of the fact that it is disorienting 
and uncomfortable, and this disorientation ought to be leaned 
into. With that in mind, I would like to turn now to Guillaume  
Morissette’s novel The Original Face, which offers a compelling  
dramatisation of how this tension plays out on the actual subjects 
living under the Anthropocene. Morissette’s novel follows Daniel, 
a freelancer and artist living between Montreal and Toronto, as he 
struggles to reconcile his vague awareness of the global impact of 
anthropogenic processes with his own lived experience of disen-
franchisement and alienation from these same processes. I suggest 
that Morissette’s novel presents a unique take on Anthropocene 
fiction, wherein, rather than awkwardly structuring the narrative 
around an easily identifiable event or crisis, Morissette’s characters 
recognise only an obscure relationship between anthropogenic  
processes such as globalisation and climate change and their own 
localised experience. In this way, the novel could be seen to bear out 
Adam Trexler’s observation that “[d]irect cause and effect make a 
satisfying narrative, but anthropogenic global warming is expansive 
[…] In order to approach climate change in fiction, it is necessary 
to reexamine some of our basic assumptions about what things do 
the work in novels” (205). Rather than artificially rendering the  
impact of the Anthropocene visible on the human scale, Morissette  
presents it as it actually appears: a kind of ambient and looming 
threat that is never entirely visible at once. As the novel’s back  
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cover copy instructively suggests, “climate-change anxiety hang[s] in 
the air” as an unresolvable backdrop that can only ever be accessed  
incompletely by the novel’s characters. 

The Original Face is a collection of 51 chapters that range in 
length from a few pages to single sentences. By structuring the text 
in this way, Morissette is able to confront readers with artifacts 
of the Anthropocene as pithy bits of trivia. For example, the novel’s 
fourteenth fragment, which simply reads “It was always ‘the  
hottest year on record’” (38) is contained between two similarly 
short quips: “Staring at my own Tumblr account, I absent-mindedly 
looked for the ‘Unfollow’ button” and “What is art except being 
the real estate agent of your own neuroses” (38). Taken individually, 
each of these fragments could be said to contain genuine (if some-
what underdeveloped) insights into a uniquely modern brand of 
anxiety, but by presenting them in rapid succession, Morissette self-
consciously undercuts the overall impact of each and the sequence 
is experienced more like a series of tweets on a timeline than any 
kind of sustained commentary; they function as glossed over, half- 
considered bits of content one might absently consume while waiting 
for the bus. The fact of anthropogenic climate change, in this sense, 
becomes paradoxically omnipresent and distant: both a fixture in 
our ambient patchwork of Things To Worry About and unman-
ageably large, thinkable only in terms of broad headlines that 
are increasingly difficult to meaningfully respond to. Again, the 
point here is that we are being confronted with the fundamental  
tension between the impact of anthropogenic processes as 
such and the ability of individual humans to situate themselves  
relative to those processes. As Bruno Latour suggests, “people are 
not equipped with the mental and emotional repertoire to deal with 
such a vast scale of events” (2). He continues, “how can we simul-
taneously be part of such a long history, have such an important 
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influence, and yet be so late in realising what has happened and so 
utterly impotent in our attempts to fix it?” (2). Unable to resolve or 
even productively integrate the fact that it is once again “the hottest 
year on record,” Morissette’s protagonist, as well as the narrative 
itself, simply scrolls onward to something else.

While the plot of The Original Face remains localised in  
Montreal and Toronto, the narrative is instructively haunted by the 
spectre of global anthropogenic power dynamics, which the novel’s 
characters are only ever peripherally able to integrate into their lived 
experience. For example, consider Daniel’s idle reflections on the 
power dynamics of globalised capitalism while at the grocery store:  

Buying fish at the grocery store, I thought about how my lifestyle was 
only possible because of my participation in a gigantic, worldwide sys-
tem of exploitation and bullying that kept the price of various items at 
the supermarket relatively affordable for consumers in North America. 
Me purchasing tilapia at a convenient price point meant someone, 
somewhere else, was inevitably getting short-changed, though did I 
owe anything to that person? Or was the best thing I could do for that 
person what I was already doing, which was to live my life like a bed 
bug of capitalism? (56-57) 

Instructively, Daniel translates the “gigantic, worldwide system 
of exploitation and bullying” into something much narrower: an  
imagined transaction between himself and “someone, somewhere 
else.” Framing globalised capitalism in this way usefully demon-
strates the disconnect that exists between anthropogenic processes 
and the actual experience of individual humans within that system; 
unable to fully integrate the complex apparatus of human and 
nonhuman components that enable and mediate his access to  
commodities, Daniel can conjure only a rudimentary simulacrum 
on the scale of the individual. Instructive as well is that his idle  
reflections on the injustices of purchasing tilapia are never quite  
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extended to the tilapia itself: the fish  never emerges as a living 
thing deserving of ethical consideration on its own terms, but rather  
remains rigidly inscribed as a commodity within the logic of  
consumer capitalism. This is significant, as it suggests the limited 
imaginative framework within which Daniel’s well-intentioned 
musings are contained. That is to say, Daniel’s rigid moral calculus on 
the scale of the individual human limits not only his understanding 
of scalar complexity, but also the kinds of beings that he can  
recognise. As a result, it is unsurprising that the only real solution 
he is able to muster is so unsatisfying: the inaccessible scale of these 
processes and the diverse set of human and non-human beings that 
they contain yield no obvious course of action, and Daniel is left 
hoping that his own limited and guilt-ridden engagement might 
somehow absolve his complicity. While Daniel recognises his own 
participation in an exploitative system and wishes to hold himself 
accountable, but he is unable to imagine what that accountability 
might actually look like.

By way of a conclusion, I would like to turn briefly to consider 
the novel’s titular concept, the “original face.” It is a notion from 
Zen Buddhism alluding to the nonduality of subject and object, 
or, as Daniel explains it, “the face you had before you were born 
[…] back when you were nothing” (87). Through this concept, we 
are offered something like an alternative to Daniel’s self-conscious  
individualism, but as you might expect, he is never quite able 
to come to terms with it. As a result, it becomes an alluring but  
curiously inaccessible problem for Daniel throughout the second 
half of the narrative: “I tried to visualize my ‘original face,’ but 
couldn’t picture what ‘nothing’ looked like. All I could see was the 
colour black, with my thoughts reverberating inside my head like 
a gong” (87). The concept is returned to in the novel’s final pages, 
when Daniel recites a cryptic anecdote he had stumbled upon in a 
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book on Zen Buddhism, wherein a woman is asked to describe her 
own original face: “She answered [the] question by sitting in silence 
for a moment with her eyes closed, then simply added, ‘Do you 
understand?’” (231). In contrast to the novel’s relentless stream of 
self-conscious commentary, this moment of quiet feels both humble 
and perversely self-assured. In what way can silence function as an 
answer? What can we absorb from this lacuna in the timeline, not 
an empty space consumed by nothingness but a moment in which 
anthropogenic noise recedes, leaving room for the nonhuman  
others alongside whom we constitute the world? If the age of the 
Anthropocene is to be the moment at which the human comes to be 
understood not as the self-justifying centre of some fixed hierarchy 
of being, but rather a participant in a messy and indeterminate plan-
etary system, maybe a little silence, uncomfortable as it may be, is a 
good place to start.
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phallocentrism and 
human-animal hyBridity
in bisclavret and the strange 
case of dr jekyll and mr hyde

Taylor Tomko

I n the Early Modern period, humans were perceived as  
embodying sovereignty, while animals could only be seen to 
embody embodiment itself (Shannon 6). While this percep-
tion of a clear divisive line between “human” and “animal” 

began to shift in the nineteenth century with Darwin’s theories of 
evolution and the outset of animal rights activism, these changes 
have not entirely erased the historically constant forced subjugation 
of animals. This essay seeks to find resistance to this conception 
of human sovereignty in literary subjects from both before 
and after Darwin. By analysing the frameworks of sovereignty, 

“Animality is supposed to be a despised state, the abject condition against which hu-
manity asserts itself. The werewolf knows better. This monster inhabits a space of un-
differentiated concurrency, in the double sense of a running together and a mutual 
assent. The werewolf offers […] a pause, a hesitation, a concurrence during which 
what is supposed to be contrastive remains coexistent, in difference, indifferent.”

- Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “The Werewolf ’s Indifference,” 353
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homosociality, and animality present in Marie de France’s lay  
Bisclavret (twelfth century) and Robert Louis Stevenson’s The 
Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), I seek to demonstrate 
that these texts present instances wherein homosociality forgives  
violence, granting the animal figures of Bisclavret and Hyde  
sovereignty despite their animality. These texts, I will argue, embrace 
Cohen’s notion of the “mutual assent” of bestiality, so long as it is 
cooperative with the subjugation of those outside of a phallocentric 
sphere (353).1

Due to his interest in fringe states, Agamben’s model of the 
homo sacer, or sacred man, will be my model for the sovereign-subject 
relationship. Agamben’s homo sacer is outside of sacrifice, yet can be 
killed with impunity (71). Having committed a taboo, the homo sacer 
must remain outside the city, outside of both human and divine 
law; is it outside, in the forest, that the homo sacer begins to absorb 
nature and resemble the medieval outlaw figure “suffer[ing] 
a loss of humanity […] in order to enter into a new set of  
relationships with animality and landscape,” (82, 76). Like 
the liminal homo sacer, Agamben views the werewolf as being  
simultaneously banned from the city while remaining there symboli-
cally, as “sovereign violence […] has its paradigm in homo sacer, so 
in the person of the sovereign, the werewolf, the wolf-man of man, 
dwells permanently in the city” (Agamben 105, 107). In Bisclavret, 
we shall see a wolf-man who remains in the city through ties to his  
sovereign, not because he has committed a crime, but by being  
allowed to commit crimes by maintaining the homosocial status quo.

1 While the subjugation in these texts that I am referring to is largely based in 
misogyny, especially in the case of Bisclavret, this topic is too extensive to take 
up in this paper. Critics such as Freeman, Creamer, Bruckner, and Wood have 
discussed this topic at length.
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In my reading of Bisclavret, I am most interested in animal 
studies theory and the critical work of David Leshock and Carl 
Grey Martin, who read Bisclavret as indictments of the sanctioned 
violence of the homosocial knighthood sphere. My reading seeks to 
demonstrate that, despite the precedented subjugation of animals, 
the narrative grants Bisclavret sovereignty even in his wild state  
because he remains subject to the King. Joyce Salisbury suggests 
that upholding hierarchy was a concern of Marie’s, asserting that “in 
her vision of a stable society, Marie de France advocated more than 
loyalty. People should keep their place, both socially and geographi-
cally” (119). In Bisclavret, hierarchy operates in descending order of 
the King, Bisclavret, the Chevalier, and the Wife, and characters fail 
or succeed based on their ability to adhere to this structure.

The opening of the Lay suggests that the bisclavret species  
embodies animalistic savagery, being one that “hummes devure, 
/ grant mal feit” (“makes a feast / of men, devours them, does 
great harms”) (Marie 10-11). Bisclavret’s savagery being traded 
for submission in the King’s presence subverts these expectations.  
Bisclavret’s compliance is conflated with humanity, as the King  
suggests that Bisclavret’s plea for mercy professes “ad sen d’hume” 
(“a man’s mind”) (154). This humanity becomes a variant of  
sovereignty, as the King pledges protection for Bisclavret, orders his 
men to care for the wolf, and allows Bisclavret to both sleep and 
transform into a human on the royal bed (l. 159). This new hierarchy 
is highlighted by the appearances of the wife and her new lover, the 
Chevalier; while Bisclavret is tamed by the presence of his King, the 
Chevalier and wife are lower in sovereignty, so he can be ‘wild’ to-
wards them. They are attacked for their betrayals of both Bisclavret 
and the King, who loses a friend when Bisclavret disappears; the 
wife suffers additional scarring for abandoning her once husband, 
her other sovereign.
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Bisclavret’s ability to attain sovereignty while in an animal state 
suggests that Bisclavret  does not view animality as entirely subject 
to humanity, especially in cases wherein the animal upholds the  
status quo. Given Marie de France’s frequent depictions of  
anthropomorphised animals, we may read Bisclavret’s transfor-
mation less as a loss of humanity than a re-enlisting of humanity 
through an animal skin. Salisbury claims that Marie de France had 
specific ideas of which animals would be suitable for representing 
human kings; lions or eagles were used to exemplify a good ruler, 
while wolves were a metaphor for “nobility gone astray” (130). It is  
plausible to read Bisclavret’s wolfishness as a critique of sanctioned 
noble violence, given that it was not unusual for a nobleman to 
commit a serious offence when he had reason or opportunity, then 
return to court without being heavily sentenced (Bellamy 29-30). If 
Bisclavret’s transformations are not detrimental to his capabilities 
as a knight and subject, his savageries are excused. Bisclavret’s  
submission to the King is emphasied by his transformation into 
something more resembling a dog than a wolf (Crane 61, Cohen 
356). As a hunting dog, Bisclavret’s attack on the Chevalier and 
his wife is appropriate; Karl Steel notes that, in the Middle Ages,  
hunting dogs were permitted to “slow, harry, and corner prey, while 
humans were meant to deliver the killing blow” (2011, 63). Bis-
clavret follows these rules by pointing towards guilt, more fiercely 
attacking the wife he is sovereign over, then stepping back so the 
King may assign punishment.

The maiming of the wife is Bisclavret’s most sovereign act as a 
wolf, and a telling moment in the text’s attitudes towards animality. 
That the narrator of Bisclavret asks what worse punishment there 
could be for the wife than having her nose torn off begs the question 
of what this punishment means, if it is deemed worse than death. 
While it is tempting to assume that in his exit from animality, 
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Bisclavret marks the wife as such by making her less resemble a  
human, I prefer the reading Steel posits wherein the wife’s disfig-
urement, rather than making her more ‘bestial,’ makes the wife’s 
face more closely resemble a skull, thus limiting her to being only  
human (Marie 236; “Got Your Nose”).2  In Bisclavret, violence sanc-
tioned by the status quo is accepted, such as the King’s interests in 
hunting and torture, and Bisclavret’s ability to achieve sovereignty 
over humans as an animal. The wife, through her betrayal of both 
her husband and King, demonstrates that she is not able to  
uphold her end of the subject-sovereign relationship, and is therefore  
unwelcome into animality and its associated privileges.

Like Bisclavret, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde  
permits violence committed by an animalistic man due to the  
social position he adopts. Naturally, there are differences to account 
for when comparing these texts; the emphasis on physical violence 
that knighthood suggests fits Bisclavret’s full transformation into 
a wolf, as the internalisation of violence in Jekyll and Hyde mani-
fests in a body that is ostensibly human, yet exudes animality. This  
containment of animal aspects within the human body marks the 
belief shift from creation to evolution that took place (for some) not 
much earlier than Jekyll and Hyde with the publication of Charles 
Darwin’s The Origin of Species (1859). Previous understandings of a 
complete divide between human and animal had become untenable, 
as Thomas Huxley argues in his 1874 article “On the Hypothesis 
that Animals are Automata, and its History,” which attempts agree-
ment with Descartes’ notion that animal cognition can be reduced 
to automaton-like instinct. However, Huxley finds that biological 

2 That the wife’s punishment is passed sporadically throughout her female lin-
eage looks to the explicit misogyny in the text, which has been accounted for 
by the critics cited in a previous footnote.
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continuity between humans and non-human animals is too evident 
to accept Descartes without the condition that it is possible, in  
certain cases, for human action to also be exclusively governed by 
the nervous system (573). Thus, while animals are like advanced 
“marionettes,” humans may be degraded to a similar unconscious 
state in situations wherein the spinal cord has been severed, thereby 
removing what would be the ostensibly human-exclusive capability 
of thought (564).  

These new ideas of continuity between human and non-human 
animal psyches and corporeality were instrumental in the de-
velopment of degeneration theory. William Greenslade defines  
degeneration as an “explanatory myth” as to why some humans were 
‘lesser’ than others; in the race to escape our animal origins, these 
particular humans were inept at, as Derrida would later phrase it, 
“supplementing” their animal parts with humanity, in order to exist 
as primarily human (12, 2.2). Degeneration acted as an “enabling 
strategy by which the conventional and respectable classes could 
justify and articulate their hostility to the deviant, the diseased and 
the subversive” (Greenslade 2, 16). In Stevenson’s work, Hyde is 
meant to serve as an exemplum of the degenerate human, the abject 
outlaw. This is evident in the consistent use of animal signifiers to 
describe Hyde, who “hiss[es]” and possesses “ape-like fury” (14, 20). 
This verbiage is similar to what would have been used to describe 
criminals in the nineteenth century; Cesare Lombroso’s popular 
work on criminal physiognomy suggests that the criminal body 
was atavistic in nature, often including “arching temporal bones, 
sutural simplicity, thick skulls, [and] overdeveloped jaws and cheek-
bones” (91). Hyde’s body is marked as criminal through Lombroso’s 
language of degeneration and animalism, designating him as  
Bisclavret’s parallel in this text. Much like the homosocial knight-
hood sphere of Bisclavret, Hyde’s criminality is a product of the  
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sovereign community in which he participates. Several critics 
(Arata, Harrison, Jamieson, Kreisel) have noted that Stevenson is 
careful to situate Hyde’s degeneracy alongside the bourgeois class 
that created Hyde and figures like him, literally through Jekyll’s 
experimentation and through the ‘explanatory myth’ of degenerate  
Othering. I am interested in reading Hyde’s increasingly sophis-
ticated violence as evidence of Steven Arata’s suggestion that  
the true horror of Jekyll and Hyde is Hyde’s ability to maneuver  
upwards from the atavist degenerate to, by the time of his death, a 
gentleman (240).

It is impossible to escape the importance of professionalism 
to the characters in Jekyll and Hyde; the principle characters are 
two Doctors and a Lawyer, and names are followed with such  
immense lists of designations as “Henry Jekyll, M.D., D.C.L.,  
LL.D., F.R.S.” (Stevenson 11). The only two notable unemployed 
characters are Richard Enfield, whose status as a “well-known man 
about town,” connotes homosocial kinship despite his unemploy-
ment, and Edward Hyde (5). While this professional community 
is a departure from the court of Bisclavret, Leshock’s reading of 
knights as “a class of trained fighters who may easily abuse their skill 
and position” (160), recalls Debbie Harrison’s suggestion that “the 
doctor appeared to be the very essence of self-made, professional, 
middleclass male rationality at the fin de siècle” (53). Therefore, 
I suggest that the structure of sovereignty in Bisclavret has been  
replaced in  Jekyll and Hyde by something resembling a bourgeois male 
oligarchy; while there is no distinct head, the group wields enough 
individual sovereignty to see Hyde, as a member, never be punished 
for his crimes. The exclusivity of this group is apparent in Utterson’s  
initial attempts to set Hyde apart from the professional charac-
ters; Jekyll’s intentions to bequeath everything to Hyde “offended  
[Utterson] both as a lawyer and as a lover of the sane and customary 
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sides of life, to whom the fanciful was the immodest” (11). Here, 
Utterson emphasises his profession, and that he does not believe in 
that which is “fanciful.” Jekyll’s investment in this “fancy” is integral 
to his downfall, both as the purely good spirit he is attempting to 
attain and as a professional.

As the wolf in Bisclavret represents the danger of homosocial 
knighthood, Hyde’s animality is a reflection of the negative aspects 
of Jekyll’s place in this bourgeois oligarchy. The relatively new  
opinion that animality is an essential aspect of humanity is  
evidenced by Jekyll’s attempting to escape his baser instincts by 
separating his two selves into two distinct bodies. Yet, Jekyll’s  
mission to make himself more purely humane backfires by ostra-
cising him from the professional community. The dismal state of 
Jekyll’s laboratory, which had once been a surgical theatre, suggests 
that he works largely in isolation; Utterson “gazed round with a  
distasteful sense of strangeness as he crossed the theatre, once 
crowded with eager students and now lying gaunt and silent” 
(24). Lanyon states that he is unable to respect Jekyll as a scientist  
because he is “fanciful” and believes in an “unscientific balderdash,” 
which may be occultism given Jekyll’s descriptions of being  
interested in the “mystic and transcendental” (12).

That Hyde ends his narrative having been accepted by the  
professional community, which Jekyll has inversely been expelled 
from, suggests that animality, and criminality, are more accepted 
in this sphere than Jekyll’s attempts at humanity. Like the wolf 
Bisclavret, Hyde’s community of sovereignty is willing to absorb 
his crimes. While relaying Hyde’s attack on the young girl, Enfield 
states: “we all set off, the doctor, and the child’s father, and our 
friend and myself, and passed the rest of the night in my cham-
bers; and next day, when we had breakfasted, went in a body to 
the bank,” depicting Hyde’s inclusion in the male collective; En-
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field finishes this story by stating that it is unwise to ask questions,  
censoring their discussion of Hyde’s reputation (Arata 243). Further, 
Hyde’s death takes place in a domestic tableau mirroring those that  
Jekyll, Lanyon, and Utterson have occupied (Arata 243). Despite 
the repeated insistence on endowing Hyde with criminal animality, 
he easily assimilates into a bourgeois male.

As Bisclavret must shed his humanity to create his narrative of 
sovereignty, Jekyll’s claim that “the powers of Hyde seem to have 
grown with the sickliness of Jekyll,” suggests that Hyde’s ascension to 
the bourgeois comes at the price of Jekyll’s good soul (Stevenson 65). 
While Marie de France and Stevenson appear to depict the assumed  
divide between human and animal, they invert these expectations by 
allowing their animalistic figures a space wherein an upheld homo-
sociality permits, even encourages, their violence.
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Afterword



The topic of our conference and consequently this 
volume of Insight Journal, began with a pun, of all 
things. As we celebrated the success of the fifteenth  
annual Colloquium during the wine and cheese  

reception, Alex made an offhand comment about Katheryne’s 
pink shoes, which lead to a discussion of animal print clothing, 
at which point we thought, somewhat offhandedly, “that would 
be a great title for a conference.” While this conversation was 
no doubt fueled by giddy exhaustion, this would not be the 
first time the relationship between animality and literature has 
been punned on. In “The Animal that Therefore I Am (More to  
Follow),” Jacques Derrida famously develops the concept of 
the animot: “To forge another word in the singular, at the same 
time close but radically foreign, a chimerical word that sound-
ed as though it contravened the laws of the French language,  
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l ’animot” (409). The more we considered the links between animal  
bodies and bodies of language, the more this theme felt crucial 
to explore.

As Dr. Jesse Arseneault notes in his generous foreword 
to this volume, much has been made of the binary between  
human and non-human animals in literature, philosophy,  
science, and the arts. Early textual production used animal inks  
on vellum and parchment, indelibly tying words and illustrations 
to animal bodies extrinsic to the economy of human cultural  
production. Even today, animal print figures prominently in 
fashion and decor, having implications of wealth and status. 
Recent turns in narrative and scientific discourse have begun  
to refute the essential contrast between human and animal,  
exposing the extent to which this binary has justified violence 
against non-human lives and ecosystems. As a result, new  
ontologies of interspecies relationships have emerged, challeng-
ing and building upon centuries of representations of animals 
in our media. The Colloquium gathers an array of academic 
and hybrid papers that reflect on the ostensible binary and  
co-dependent relationships between human and animal bodies 
in literature and media. Broadly, the papers in this volume  
explore how animality operates as a category informing oppres-
sion, how animals are animated in children’s media to convey 
moral messages, and how ecocriticism allows us to understand 
how animality functions in the Anthropocene. 

The impetus for founding Insight Journal arose out of the 
dearth of academic publishing opportunities offered to graduate 
students both in and out of Concordia. While graduate  
students in the English department run Headlight Anthology, 
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which publishes creative writing, and the undergraduate English  
students have their own colloquium proceedings, there was, 
until last year, no such opportunity for scholarly publication at 
the MA and PhD levels in the Department of English. Last 
year, with the support of a team of editors that included both of 
Insight’s current Editors-in-Chief, we published the inaugural 
volume of conference proceedings for the Concordia English 
Graduate Colloquium, which featured a select number of papers 
that had been presented over the two days of the conference. 
The initiative was remarkably well-received by panelists as well 
as faculty and administration in the English department itself. 
However, we have since realised that being constrained by the 
annual conference theme and its pool of  participants precludes 
our ability to solicit and publish work from a more plentiful  
variety of fields and topics. We feel very strongly that in order to 
remain at the forefront of the field of literary studies, interdisci-
plinarity and accessibility must be top priorities. We hope that 
Insight Journal can be part of the remedy to this problem: a gen-
eral journal of literary and cultural studies based around Special 
Issue topics that may or may not coincide with the conference’s 
theme, depending on the scholarly interests of the graduate  
cohort each year. 

The success of the Concordia English Graduate Colloquium 
and the publication of the inaugural special issue of Insight Journal 
are indebted to the support, dedication, and effort of a number of 
people in and around the Department of English at Concordia 
University. We are endlessly indebted to our panelists and  
contributors for their thoughtful and insightful papers based 
around the conference theme. Thanks to our editors, Saeed Afzal, 
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Marika Brown, Penelope Kerr, Nicola Sibthorpe, and Melody 
Wilson for the many hours they spent vetting and editing the 
papers in this volume.  

We also wish to offer an immense thank you to our faculty 
advisor, Dr. Jesse Arseneault, for being with us every step of the 
way. Despite how busy he is with his own research, including  
co-founding the Society, Politics, Animals and Materiality 
(SPAM) working group at Concordia University, he neverthe-
less eagerly agreed to take on the responsibility of helping us or-
ganise this conference, answering our queries at all hours of the 
day. His vast knowledge of the field of animal studies, his endless 
patience, and his enthusiastic support have been instrumental in 
shaping our conference. 

Thanks as well to Dr. Andre Furlani and Dr. Katherine 
McLeod for their support and assistance in organising our  
conference and publication. We also could not have put this 
book together without the assistance of the inimitable English  
department administration: Bonnie-Jean Campbell, Beth  
Crevier, and Sharon Frank. Thanks to Dr. Nandini Thiyagarajan, 
a Faculty Fellow within NYU Animal Studies, for agreeing to be 
the keynote speaker at the colloquium.

We also wish to gratefully acknowledge the financial support 
of the Concordia Council on Student Life (CCSL), the Faculty 
of Arts and Science (FAS), the Graduate Student Associa-
tion (GSA), the Student Association for Graduates in English 
(SAGE), and the Department of English at Concordia University. 
It is thanks to the generous funding from these organisations 
that we are able to offer a conference that is free of registration 
fees and are able to make this publication available in print and 
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online at no cost to our readers. As one of the few remaining  
student-run conferences that does not charge for entry, we are 
proud to consider ourselves part of the movement to make  
academic conversations more accessible to the general public by 
removing some of the financial barriers.

We hope that the effort and investment of the past year have 
born fruit, and that this inaugural issue of Insight Journal marks 
a fitting start to what promises to be a long and prosperous series 
of publications. 

Alex Custodio  &
Katheryne Morrissette
Montréal
2018
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